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Dukes
create
posts of
positivity
By MICHAEL RUSSO
The Breeze

If you walk through JMU’s campus or scroll
through Instagram, you might find a trail of
sticky notes or a series of infographics with
kind messages. The phenomenon began last
month as students dealt with the aftermath
of the Jan. 31 and Feb. 7 suicides on JMU’s
campus and the Feb. 1 shooting at nearby
Bridgewater College.
Three roommates — Abigail Radtke, Sydney
Kowalsky and Gracie Twigg — wanted to make
sure everyone at JMU felt seen, heard and
loved after the community’s tragedies, Radtke
said, and thus began the Sticky Note Project.
“We’re a campus of 25,000 students, so it’s
hard to make a big impact as just three people,”
Twigg, a sophomore, said. “We wanted to do a
little something that, maybe, even if a couple
people saw it [while] walking and were like,
oh, that’s very cute … We just really wanted to
have that impact.”
Under the Instagram handle @
stickynoteproject_jmu, the project’s founders
regularly post their own sticky note messages
around campus with phrases like, “The world
is better with you in it”; “In case no one has

Abigail Radtke enjoys posting the encouraging messages around campus. “It makes me smile to see other people smile,” she said.
Photo illustration by Matt Young / The Breeze

told you this recently, I’m so proud of you”;
and “Give yourself permission to be imperfect.”
As of March 23, the account has 238
followers. Radtke, a fellow sophomore, said the
majority of them came in the first two weeks
of starting the page, and a shoutout from @
jmumissedconnections, a popular account

run by JMU students, helped boost numbers
on the platform. Additionally, Radtke said they
typically receive one to five new followers per
day and cited the week before spring break —
the midpoint of the semester — as another
peak for engagement.
Sometimes, the friends will post pictures

JMU softball pitchers carry weight of World Series
By SAVANNAH REGER
The Breeze

JMU softball has used all six pitchers on its roster this season.
Cambria Lee / The Breeze

Sophomore
pitcher
Alissa
Humphrey sits on the ground near
the end of her practice at Veterans
Memorial Park. She’s parked right
next to the bullpen, a ball in her
hand and with her legs slightly off
the ground, doing cardio work. Her
braided hair bounces back and forth
as she moves.
It’s the same hairstyle the
sophomore wore as she stood in the
circle in Oklahoma City, pitching to
the No. 1 Sooners in relief of former
JMU pitcher Odicci Alexander.
In the broadcast on ESPN in
a record-breaking year for the
Women’s College World Series
(WCWS),
all
eyes
watched
Humphrey finish out the game for
the Dukes, ending the Cinderella run
in college softball’s final four.
It’s that stage, that viewership
and the pressure that comes with
last year’s run that not only affects
Humphrey but the entire pitching

rotation. The Dukes are figuring
out how to use all six pitchers to
the best of their ability while also,
as Humphrey puts it, fighting their
own internal battles.
“I think everyone expects
[Humphrey] to be Odicci right
away,” JMU softball head coach
Loren LaPorte said, “but Odicci
wasn’t Odicci until year five. I think
they’ve got to grow a little bit and
learn that growing is okay.”

The internal battle

LaPorte said in the preseason that
in every interview Humphrey gave,
she was asked about Alexander and
how she’d become the next JMU ace.
The last three starting pitchers for the
Dukes have all gone professional —
all to the USSSA Pride. The head
coach said the stress the team puts
on themselves post-World Series is
high — partly due to the schedule
they’ve played.

see IN THE CIRCLE, page 24

of the notes they put up around campus,
and they also receive photo submissions and
direct messages (DMs) from their Instagram
followers who discover the well-intentioned
notes.
see STICKY NOTES, page 18

JMU welcomes
new Dean of
Students Hollie Hall
By SARAH FOSTER
contributing writer

JMU’s new Dean of Students Hollie Hall
completed her first month in the position after
starting Feb. 15.
“[I’m] looking at ways that I strengthen what’s
already being done,” Hall said. “There’s so many
amazing things going on here, and I’m looking
for every way that I can partner and collaborate.”
Hall previously served as the assistant vice
president of wellbeing and student support at
Alfred State College in Alfred, New York. She has
a background in mental health with a master’s
degree in counseling, and she said she worked
in community mental health before the director
of counseling services at Alfred State College
reached out to her.
“He kind of recruited me to come and work
on the college campus, and I kind of fell in love,”
Hall said. “[Working in] higher education just
kind of came to me … that wasn’t the path that
I thought I would be on.”
see DEAN OF STUDENTS, page 5
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CORRECTIONS:
Last issue, a story was printed in
the news section of The Breeze that
stated Grayson Fontaine is a member
of JMU College Republicans. The
article has been updated to clarify
he's a member of JMU College
Democrats.
Additionally, a story in the sports
section didn't include Charlie King's
correct title, who stepped down from
his position as Senior Vice President
of Administration and Finance.
Director of Athletics Jeff Bourne
wasn't introduced in the same story.

Check out our mini-documentary
about JMU's path to sustainability
and the students leading the way at
breezejmu.org/multimedia/videos
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Public transit, public health
Mask requirement on public transportation continues

The transportation mask mandate has been extended through April 18 by the Transportation Security Administration. Cambria Lee / The Breeze
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By KASEY TRAPUZZANO
The Breeze

While indoor mask mandates are
beginning to lift at JMU and other locations
across the country, that’s not the case for
the Harrisonburg Department of Public
Transportation (HDPT) and other public
transportation systems.
HDPT masking requirements, and all other
transit systems, are controlled by the federal
Transportation Security Administration
(TSA), as the systems all receive federal
transportation funding. TSA’s initial mask
requirement went into effect Feb. 1, 2021,
with the intention of expiring May 11, 2021.
However, it’s been extended through Sept. 13,
2021; Jan.18, 2022; March 18, 2022; and most
recently to April 18, 2022, according to the
Federal Transit Administration.
TSA on March 10 announced the extension
of masking on public transportation and
transportation hubs through April 18 at the
recommendation of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).
“CDC will work with government agencies
to help inform a revised policy framework
for when, and under what circumstances,
masks should be required in the public
transportation corridor,” the TSA statement
said. “This revised framework will be based on
the COVID-19 community levels, risk of new
variants, national data and the latest science.”
Although masking requirements inside
other Harrisonburg city buildings ended
March 5, HDPT’s building is excluded due
to the federal regulations that the transit
department must follow.

Mike Parks, director of communications
for the city of Harrisonburg, said in an email
to The Breeze that once TSA announces the
lifting of the transportation mask mandate, it’s
likely that HDPT will follow.
Parks noted that it’s not definite that the
masking requirement will end April 18, as
it’s been extended in the past and could be
again.
While Harrisonburg has no say in the
transportation mask mandate, Parks said, the
overwhelming majority of both HDPT staff
and passengers have been “appreciative” of
the mask mandate to keep themselves and
others safe.
On top of the federal mask mandate, Parks
said Harrisonburg has taken its own actions
to protect the health and wellness of HDPT
drivers and passengers.
Beginning in 2020, Parks said HDPT began
temporarily eliminating fares to reduce close
contact between drivers and passengers —
though JMU students have never had to pay
fares because of the contract HDPT has with
the university. It hasn’t been determined when
the fares will resume for other Harrisonburg
passengers.
Additionally, Parks said HDPT regularly
cleans its buses using special equipment to
account for COVID-19 — a staff member
wearing a backpack sprayer with an approved
cleaning agent fogs the inside of the bus,
covering all the touch points. For a time, the
system passengers to enter through the door
farthest from the driver to also help with social
distancing.
“As one of our most public-facing crews,
transportation drivers need to know that they

can conduct their jobs safely,” Parks said.
Parks said that with positive cases dropping
in the community and an increasingly high
vaccination rate, especially among JMU
students, Harrisonburg knows the city is
approaching — if not already at — a time
when masks will no longer be a necessity on
the city’s public transportation. According
to the CDC, the city of Harrisonburg is in
the low-risk community level, with a sevenday average of 1.3 daily cases as of March
23, according to the Virginia Department
of Health (VDH) dashboard. As of March
22, there are zero active cases at JMU, with a
91.9% student vaccination rate and a 90.6%
employee vaccination rate, according to the
Stop the Spread dashboard.
Parks said that once the mask mandate is
lifted, people who wish to continue wearing
masks will be encouraged to do so. For
passengers who don’t abide by the mandate
while it’s still in place, Parks said Harrisonburg
hasn’t wanted to place its drivers in a position
where they have to be the “mask police.”
“They certainly have other responsibilities
to be mindful of as we work to safely and
efficiently provide transportation services to
thousands of riders a day,” Parks said.
Parks said the city has taken steps to
make sure passengers are aware of the mask
mandate so drivers don’t have to enforce it.
Additionally, Parks said many passengers take
it upon themselves to make sure fellow riders
abide by the regulation.
JMU junior Cherylyn Thompson rides
HDPT buses that serve off-campus apartments
and Inner Campus Shuttle (ICS) buses, which
operate between Memorial Hall and Festival

without leaving campus.
Thompson said that during her experience
on both buses — other than the occasional
person eating on an ICS bus — passengers
follow the mask mandate most of the time.
However, Thompson said a driver for an HDPT
bus that goes to her off-campus apartment
wears a face shield but not a face mask.
“I genuinely haven’t seen anyone else not
wearing their mask,” Thompson said.
Thompson said she believes it would be
easier for passengers to not wear masks on an
ICS bus rather than an HDPT bus.
“On ICS buses, it’s easier to hide from the
drivers, unless you get called out, because it’s
usually really crowded,” Thompson said.
Junior Chris Ondoua rides HDPT buses
to campus and back to his off-campus
apartment each day and said he always sees
the other passengers wearing masks, with
the occasional passenger pulling their mask
below their nose.
“[People] really care,” Ondoua said.
Ondoua admitted he once tried to get on
an HDPT bus unmasked, after forgetting his
mask at his apartment but was told by the bus
driver that he couldn’t get on or ride without
one.
TSA will communicate any updates on
transportation mask mandates if and/or
when they change, according to the statement
released March 10.
CONTACT Kasey Trapuzzano at trapuzkm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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New Hall on campus
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JMU finds new dean of students in former mental health counselor
programs do is expose you to things you would
never experience if you were just in student
Hall’s path also led her to earn a doctorate in affairs.”
Miller said the search for the new dean
executive leadership from St. John Fisher College
in 2018, which involved studies on different of students started with a pool of over 50
leadership styles while conducting mental applicants. Miller said searches for senior
health research. Tim Miller, vice president for leadership positions, like deans, usually require
student affairs, also has a doctorate in executive candidates to send in an application, go through
leadership and helped lead the hiring process 2-3 rounds of interviews, give a presentation on
a part of their philosophy and come to campus
for Hall.
“It’s not a higher-[education] degree,” Miller for a day of interviews and meetings with various
said. “What I think these executive leadership JMU divisions and students.
“Coming here and going
through the interview process, I
just loved the feel,” Hall said. “It’s
very warm and welcoming. It’s
large, but it feels like a hometown.”
Before Hall came to campus to
start her position, she said, she
knew of the series of tragedies
that impacted JMU and the
surrounding community in late
January and early February.
“I wanted to be here to be a
part of the initial healing process,”
Hall said. “I gave my last position
Hollie Hall formerly served as the assistant vice eight weeks … and the entire time
president of wellbeing and student support at Alfred I kept thinking, I just can’t wait to
get there and support students,
State College. Sarah Handel / The Breeze
from DEAN OF STUDENTS, page 1

support colleagues and just be part of the
community.”
Miller said Hall contributed her ideas to
JMU’s response during that time, even as she
was finishing up her previous position.
“Several times [I] received notes, and I know
the staff did, too, from her during that time, of,
‘Thinking about you all, here’s some ideas, here’s
some things to think about,’” Miller said. “Hollie
was here even though she wasn’t physically
here.”
Now having started her position, Hall said
she wants to expand the dean of students’
presence with more outreach to meet students
at residence halls and “student programming
spaces.” Hall also said she wants to create an
after-hours crisis response team to support the
Office of Residence Life (ORL) that works with
campus police and receives clinical supervision
from Hall as an extension of the dean of students
office.
“I can’t wait to do more work with Academic
Affairs,” Hall said, “just working hard to make
sure that we value both the academic and social
experiences of students, and you can’t do that if
you’re just working in the Student Affairs silo.”
Daniel Woolston, the assistant director of
health and wellness at Alfred State College,
worked closely with Hall while she was there

and emphasized her dedication to students.
“She would be up in the middle of the night
talking to students all the time,” Woolston said.
While the dean of students office is involved
in crisis response, Miller said students can reach
out at any point.
“It is the dean of students all the time — not
the dean of students in crisis, not the dean of
students in struggle,” Miller said. “It is the dean
of students — thus, all students, all the time.”
Hall echoed Miller’s sentiment, saying she
wants students to know she’s approachable.
“There’s really not anything that you couldn’t
bring to me that I won’t value and take good care
of,” Hall said.
Hall said she seeks to think of individual
students holistically, but she also considers JMU
from a global perspective.
“What [students] are experiencing here at
JMU is going on everywhere … the social justice
issues, the political issues,” Hall said. “Everything
that’s going on in our world is happening to
everyone … and we can collectively work on
creating a community that we feel safe in.”
CONTACT Sarah Foster at foste4sc@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

Lavender
leadership

New SOGIE directors aim to
strengthen communities on campus
By MICHAEL RUSSO
The Breeze

come in and create and getting to know
students,” Dyer said. “[I’ve been] getting to
see that there is a wide range and a lot of
representation of the community, so that’s
really exciting.”
Still in the early phase of their leadership,
Dyer and Mechalske said they’re working
hard to build awareness about SOGIE
with students, collaborate with other
departments at JMU — like the Center for
Multicultural Student Services (CMSS) and
Greek life — and foster connections with
students in a safe space where they can feel
supported.
“I think the main thing is like building
that community and, not to be corny … but
understanding [that] community building
for queer and trans people is essential to
survive,” Dyer said. “Chosen family is a
very serious reality in the queer and trans
landscape, and so we want to be able to be a
place where folks can find their tribe.”
Thomas Oxbrough, SOGIE’s student
outreach coordinator and a sophomore
at JMU, came to SOGIE during his
freshman year hoping to learn how he
could incorporate queer education in his
future career goal of being a teacher. He
volunteered as a peer educator and helped
facilitate events, then took on his current
position this year.
Oxbrough said he’s excited to work
closely with Dyer and Mechalske, who he
knew from her time as a GA. Oxbrough

cited Dyer’s experience in higher education
as a valuable asset to the department as it
continues to expand and evolve.
“Lee is outstanding when it comes to
bringing in that sense of intersectionality
with a lot of these discussions,” Oxbrough
said. “Lee knows how to be able to take a
conversation to the next step further, and
that’s what I really admire about him.”
As Dyer and Mechalske begin their work
at SOGIE and JMU this semester, Mechalske
said there’s much more to look forward to.
“I am very, very excited for Lee’s leadership
and Lee’s vision,” Mechalske said. “It’s been
fun to kind of be new together and to dream
together and to lean on each other as we are
navigating these building relationships, and
so to see him come in and already have so
many ideas has been really, really great.”
A staple of JMU is that Dukes hold doors
for others, and as a new Duke, Dyer wants
to share with the community that his door
is always open.
“Please feel free to stop by because I know
we’re not going to get everywhere and to
everyone, and we know campus is busy,” Dyer
said. “Always feel free to reach out to one of us
or stop by the Lavender Lounge … We’re here.”
CONTACT Michael Russo at russomw@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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E. Lee Dyer IV and Cassidy Mechalske
have joined the JMU community this
semester as the new leaders of the
Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and
Expression (SOGIE) department. Dyer fills a
new position as the director of SOGIE, while
Mechalske will assume the existing role of
assistant director.
Dyer came to JMU after spending nearly
five years at the University of Richmond
as the associate director of the university’s
Student Center for Equity & Inclusion. He
brings a background in diversity, equity and
inclusion (DEI), public administration and
advocacy work for the LGBTQ community.
Dyer said he was familiar with and fond of
the work of Brent Lewis — JMU’s associate
vice president for DEI, who oversees the
student affairs DEI unit, including SOGIE
— and saw coming to JMU as an exciting
opportunity.
“I was looking to expand my career [and]
go to the next level,” Dyer said. “When you
think about this type of job or this type
of population, I was very adamant about
whatever the next role was. I wanted to be
at an institution that was fully supportive of
the role … [and] the work.”
Under Lewis’ leadership, SOGIE expanded
in 2020 from a subset of programming in the
University Health Center’s “The Well” to its

own department within Student Affairs. As
SOGIE grew, Lewis said in an email to The
Breeze, JMU conducted a national search
to fill the new director position Dyer now
holds, which included students, faculty and
staff throughout the process.
Mechalske is rejoining SOGIE as the
department’s assistant director. She worked
as a graduate assistant (GA) in the office
last year until she completed her master’s
degree at JMU in college student personnel
administration.
“When I graduated, there wasn’t a
position open to move into SOGIE, so I
worked a little bit up in our dean of students
office,” Mechalske said. “I have been at JMU
the whole time, but [now I’m] returning to
SOGIE — just continuing to do the work that
I fell in love with as a GA.”
The leaders’ days are never like previous
ones, which Mechalske said is one of
the aspects she loves about the position.
However, she and Dyer said their consistent
priorities are building relationships with
students and the JMU community and
upholding the three main pillars of SOGIE:
education, support and advocacy. In the
brief time Dyer has been at JMU so far,
he said he’s felt a mix of enthusiasm to
get involved and nervousness to live up
to “a lot of expectations” with SOGIE’s
existing footprint on campus and its new
departmental structure.
“I’m excited because I’m getting to

Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and Expression (SOGIE) has welcomed E. Lee Dyer
IV as director and Cassidy Mechalske as associate director. Cambria Lee / The Breeze
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Rent, relax,
repeat

Alumni-owned and -operated recreation
company launches in Harrisonburg
By KASEY TRAPUZZANO
The Breeze
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Founded by two JMU media arts & design
(SMAD) alumni, RecRe is an autonomous
rental box company that allows college
students to rent whatever recreational gear
they want, whenever they want.
Griffin Harrington (’15) — who now
lives in Brooklyn, New York — first had
the idea for RecRe during the beginning of
the pandemic in 2020. Living in Brooklyn,
Harrington said one of the only activities
he felt safe doing during the pandemic
was riding Citi Bike rentals around the city.
Harrington rode the bikes to explore the city
more and said he often ended up at a park
— but was left empty handed once he got
there.
“I got to the park, [and] there wasn’t a
basketball waiting for me,” Harrington said.
“A basketball court is a slab of concrete
without the ball, and a soccer field is grass
without the ball — there weren’t the tools
that unlocked the [public] spaces.”
Harrington said RecRe,
recreational
rentals, came from the idea of wanting to
bring short-term access to recreational gear
in public spaces.
Harrington reached out to Page Wood
(’12) — who now lives in Richmond,
Virginia — to share his idea of RecRe. Wood
concentrated in converged media within
SMAD — similar to interactive design now
— so Harrington wanted his help and point
of view from the software side of things.
Wood said the two hadn’t talked for almost
eight or nine years but reconnected over the
creation of the company.
Wood said he was intrigued with
RecRe not only because of its ability to
activate green and public spaces that are
underutilized but also because it’s using
technology to enable people to engage
with activities away from their phones and
computers. The sustainability aspect of
RecRe was also appealing to Wood, he said.
“These days, with climate change and
sustainability becoming really, really
important to a lot of people, not everyone
needs to buy a vacuum, or not everyone
needs to buy a toolkit or a basketball,” Wood
said. “You’re able to do more with less and

reduce your carbon footprint along the way.”
Harrington said RecRe is a really simple
device. Customers walk up to one of the
boxes and scan a QR code that opens
up a mobile web app created by Wood.
Customers select the “rent” button, type in
their contact and payment information and
the app shows all of the available inventory
inside that specific RecRe box. They choose
the objects they want to rent, the door pops
open for that object and the rental clock
starts with a 24-hour maximum rental time.
To return items, customers re-scan the QR
code and select the “return” button. They
put the object back into the box and must
take a picture to confirm that the item was
returned.
Wood said that if an item isn’t returned
within 24 hours, the user is automatically
charged the replacement price and a
restocking fee. Additionally, if the returned
item is damaged, the user will also be
charged depending on what happened to
it. Although Harrington and Wood said
they expect more problems to arise as users
increase, they’ve had no issues with late or
damaged rentals so far.
“There’s a pretty solid accountability
system built into the entire user experience,”
Wood said.
Originally, Harrington and Wood
aimed to put RecRe boxes in public parks.
However, Harrington said that when they
started reaching out to parks in New York
City, Boston and Washington, D.C., people
were interested in the concept of RecRe,
but the approval process and sales cycles
were going to be too long and complicated.
Additionally, the demographic interested in
RecRe is customers under the age of 25, so
Harrington said they made an adjustment.
“We decided to slightly shift our focus
from bringing the boxes to parks for the
25-year-olds and under, but instead, bring
the boxes to where the 25-year-olds are — to
their university campuses,” Harrington said.
RecRe collaborated with Matchbox Realty
& Management Services Inc., a JMU alumniowned property management company,
to launch its first rental box off campus
in Harrisonburg at Charleston Townes in
October 2021.
“It’s kind of one of these wonderful

“We’re a small start-up now with a really,
really big vision. I think RecRe should be
in every dorm, in every student union and
every off-campus apartment complex at
every major university in the country.”
Griffin Harrington (’15)
Founder of RecRe

There are three locations where RecRe boxes currently reside — Charleston Townes, Paul
Jennings Hall and Eagle Hall. Cambria Lee / The Breeze

things about the alumni network of JMU,”
Harrington said. “It was a simple Zoom call
with the owner of that property [to] explain
what we’re trying to do, and they accepted
us with open arms.”
Harrington said Charleston Townes
was chosen as the first rental box location
because he was familiar with the property
from his time as a JMU student and because
of the on-site amenities on the property: a
basketball court and volleyball court.
“The initial ethos of RecRe was
encouraging outdoor recreation, so it was
really exciting for us to have volleyballs and
basketballs be one of the core tenants of the
first box,” Harrington said.
Harrington and Wood said residents
of Charleston Townes requested a wide
range of inventory items they wanted the
RecRe box to have, including a vacuum
cleaner, clothing steamer, basketball, movie
projector and video game system.
Senior Cameron Hale rented from RecRe
at Charleston Townes soon after the launch
in October during a Spikeball tournament
with his friends. While waiting for the next
game to finish up, he and his friends decided
to rent a football from RecRe. Hale said
RecRe was cheap and easy to use and that
he’d recommend RecRe to other students,
especially to freshmen living in dorms who
don’t have everything they want or need.
“I love the idea of RecRe,” Hale said. “It’s
like a vending machine but with stuff you
can use or play with … and they’re all right
there for you to use for a much cheaper price
than having to go out and buy something
that you probably won’t use as much.”
Harrington said that since eight out of 10
of the RecRe team members are JMU alumni,
it was important to them to bring RecRe to
JMU first. In spring 2022, two RecRe boxes
launched on JMU’s campus in Paul Jennings
and Eagle Hall in a trial-launch period with
JMU Residence Life.
“There were options for us universitywise, and there’s going to be a lot more
universities who we’re about to work with,”
Harrington said. “But for us, it was really
special that JMU took us on to be our launch
partner on the university side, both on and
off campus.”

Harrington said that with the volleyball
court in Lake Area, one of the items put into
Eagle’s RecRe box was a volleyball, while
a Spikeball kit and a football were put into
Paul Jennings’ RecRe box because of the
large space of grass surrounding the dorm.
As RecRe grows, Harrington said the
team is going to get creative with how
they adapt and cycle their inventory, with
seasonal inventory or inventory around
specific events, such as football-game
Saturdays. However, staple items like the
vacuum cleaner and clothing steamer will
be permanent items in each box.
Since RecRe’s initial launch in October,
Harrington and Wood said there’s been
roughly 100 users, with the number growing
every day.
“We’re a small start-up now with a
really, really big vision,” Harrington said.
“I think RecRe should be in every dorm,
in every student union and every offcampus apartment complex at every major
university in the country, and we’re building
our organization to be able to account for
that.”
Harrington and Wood said RecRe is in
contact with many other universities across
the country as business partners to get
boxes on campuses, off campuses and in
high-traffic student areas.
“We think RecRe can be built into the
fabric of the college experience,” Harrington
said. “Students will have more access to
more stuff. They’ll be able to own less and
be able to do more.”
In Harrisonburg specifically, Harrington
and Wood want a RecRe box at every offcampus apartment complex.
Both Harrington and Wood said it’s been
a special experience to be able to build
RecRe through the JMU alumni network.
“Harrisonburg is the first stop on our rocket
ship,” Harrington said. “We want that to be part
of the story as we go, and we’re really proud of
our JMU roots.”
CONTACT Kasey Trapuzzano at trapuzkm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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‘A climate emergency’
Students across campus push for a
more environmentally friendly university

By KASEY TRAPUZZANO
The Breeze

environmental practices,” Liske said.
Kirchner and Liske said that although JMU
“seems to value how they look and appear on
campus,” the university might be using that
as a greenwashing opportunity.
“If JMU could get away with greenwashing
to make it seem like we have plenty of trees
and we offer recyclable or compostable
utensils in the dining halls, then maybe they
won’t have to do as much to actually make
institutional changes to the problems that
the environment is facing,” Liske said.
JMU Recycling and Waste Management
declined requests for an interview from The
Breeze, but Ginny Cramer, assistant director
of media relations and deputy spokeswoman,
spoke on their behalf. In an email to The
Breeze, Cramer said “the university is
dedicated to reducing and reusing where
possible and to recycling what’s left.”
Cramer said JMU uses the 6Rs — rethink,
reduce, reuse, repair or restore, redistribute
and recycle — as a “guiding principle towards
waste.”
“Our overall objective is to assist the
university in becoming a leader in helping
preserve our natural resources and sustain a
healthier environment,” Cramer said.
According to the city of Harrisonburg’s
website,
Harrisonburg
residents
are
responsible for dropping off their own
recyclable materials to the Recycling
Convenience Center on Beery Road or the
Recycling Mobile Unit, which travels across the
city to various locations every day. Residents
must pre-sort their recyclables and place them
into the appropriately labeled container, with
an attendant on-site to provide assistance.
Mike Parks, director of communications for
the city of Harrisonburg, said this combination

effort of the recycling center and mobile unit
has been very successful.
“We’ve been able to continue providing
recycling services here in the city,” Parks
said. “It’s just not curbside.”
Parks said the city used to do curbside
recycling until two years ago, when it
became too expensive of a service for
Harrisonburg and other communities
across the country to afford. Parks said the
reason for this is because China, the main
purchaser of those recycled goods, decided
it was no longer accepting those types of
recycled goods. Additionally, Parks said
batches of recycling were often “tainted”
due to incorrect separation, so they were
deemed non recyclable and thrown out.
Parks said, for the most part, JMU’s
recycling operates completely separate
from the city as a state entity, with its own
contracts and services.
In terms of the climate strike, Emch said it
was a chance for JMU and the Harrisonburg
community to reconnect.
“Climate change isn’t only a JMU issue,
but it’s also a Harrisonburg issue,” Emch
said. “It’s a global issue.”
In the coming years, Emch and her team,
Kirchner, Liske and other students across
campus hope to see environmentally sound
changes at JMU.
“This is ripping the bandaid off into starting
for change,” Emch said.

CONTACT Kasey Trapuzzano at trapuzkm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

JMU students held a climate strike in September 2021 to advocate for a net-zero
emissions plan by 2050. Photos by Valerie Chenault / The Breeze
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“We are in a climate emergency. There are
natural disasters that are stronger than ever
— wildfires, hurricanes, tornados — all over
the world.”
That’s what senior Lizzie Emch, president
of the Environmental Management Club
(EMC), said on the steps of Wilson Hall
during the Harrisonburg Climate Strike on
Sept. 24, 2021, that she organized.
The climate strike urged JMU to pursue
a net-zero emissions plan by 2050 — an
initiative Emch said George Mason University
and William & Mary have already pursued —
to adopt 30% renewable energy on campus by
2030, bring in fuel-efficient university facility
vehicles and adopt multistream recycling
and composting efforts across campus.
Following the climate strike, Emch said
there were no immediate changes on campus
like she originally thought there would be.
Twenty students created a task force
Jan. 11 with the goal of researching climate
methods, state and federal policies, local
strategy, college-level research, outreach
and finance. Students on this task force are
members of EMC, the Student Government
Association (SGA), Madison Recycling and
Food for Thought (FFT).
Emch and four other students — junior
Jessani Collier, the 2021-22 student body
president; senior Tristan Kruse, campus
ambassador of JMU’s Peace Corps;
sophomore Elena Finelli, vice president of
EMC; and senior Katie Wheeler, secretary of
EMC — met with President Jonathan Alger
and other members of JMU administration
Jan. 31.

Emch and her team presented a 50-minute
presentation to propose the creation of a
task force consisting of faculty, staff and
students to help push for a carbon netzero plan. Emch said there isn’t a verdict
yet on the task force but it’s still in the
works. Following the meeting, Kruse said
they’re “definitely one step closer” to the
task force.
Emch said the meeting was productive
because students and administration are
now intersecting and working together
toward the same goal.
“JMU has done a lot, but we can do better,”
Collier said.
On Feb. 15, Emch met with Christie-Joy
Hartman, executive director for the Institute
for Stewardship of the Natural World (ISNW)
and professor of integrated science and
technology (ISAT), and Abe Kaufman, JMU’s
energy conservation and sustainability
manager.
At the meeting, Emch said Hartman
and Kaufman wanted to find “realistic
measures to avoid greenwashing” on
campus. Greenwashing is conveying a false
impression that a company or university is
more environmentally sound than it actually
is. Emch said that even though JMU’s goal
isn’t to greenwash, she believes the university
currently is.
Emch said her team is relying on
underclassmen to understand what they’re
doing now, so their plans and initiatives
continue after she and other seniors graduate
this May.
Emch and her team are planning to meet
with the ISNW Executive Council to present
their rough-draft plan and proposal for
the reduction of JMU’s greenhouse gasses
April 13. They’re hoping Alger can consider
and pass the plans by the end of this year.
However, Emch said it’s going to take a few
years for there to be actual changes at JMU.
“Back in September, when I started the
climate strike, I thought that was when
[change] was going to start — when we were
going to see change immediately,” Emch
said. “But fast forward to February of this
year, it seems like this is actually where we’re
going to start our plan and the students in the
future will be the ones who will have to carry
it on and hopefully finish it off, not me.”
Other student organizations on campus
are doing their part to help the environment
as well. Madison Recycling works to spread
awareness and education of recycling across
campus.
“A lot of people are unsure of how to
recycle [and] what to recycle,” fifth-year
Zoya Kirchner, vice president of Madison
Recycling, said. “They know JMU isn’t really
big into recycling, especially recently.”
Additionally, Madison Recycling is
looking for JMU to put more recycling
bins and composting options on campus.
Senior Kelsey Liske, president of Madison
Recycling, said that other than the recycling
bins the organization has put into buildings
on campus itself, overall, the campus lacks
recycling bins.
“JMU has the responsibility to educate
people to be informed [and] engaged
citizens, and that absolutely has to include
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SGA Senate approves
amendment to
Student Government
Financial Procedures

By KASEY TRAPUZZANO
The Breeze

Thursday, March 24, 2022

The Student Government Association
(SGA) Senate voted to approve Amendment
Seven to the Student Government Financial
Procedures: the governing documents for the
SGA Finance Committee.
The amendment deals with front-end
budgeting (FEB) groups, student organizations
with missions deemed so important by JMU
that they must be budgeted on the front end
in order to focus on their missions rather than
fundraising, according to the SGA funding
page. FEB groups receive large budgets —
varying from $3,000 to over $100,000 — from
money allocated to SGA from student fees to
give to student organizations.
The amendment will allow SGA to
potentially add SafeRides — a nonprofit
student-run organization that provides free,
confidential rides home every Friday and
Saturday night during the school year — as a
FEB group for the next academic year.
According to the SGA funding page, there
are currently nine FEB groups on campus
— Madison Equality (ME), Panhellenic,
Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC), Student
Ambassadors (SA), University Program
Board (UPB), National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
Black Student Alliance (BSA), Student
Government Association (SGA) and Latinx
Student Alliance (LSA).
The amendment states that the treasurer
of the finance committee can call a retention
hearing — where the SGA Finance Committee
reviews each FEB group’s budget — at any
time if one of the following criteria is satisfied:
•
If a non-FEB group has demonstrated
that it has met the criteria to become an
FEB group and wishes to be voted on
•
If a current FEB group expresses interest
in no longer being an FEB group
•
If a resolution from the Student Senate
calling for a retention hearing passes
the Senate in which the treasurer of
the finance committee must have a
retention hearing no later than 30 days
after it’s approved by the Senate or one
week before FEB budgets are voted on
by the Senate for the following year
According to the online SGA funding
page and the Student Government Financial
Procedures, for an organization to become an
FEB group, the following criteria must be met:
•
The group is so important that it must
be budgeted on the front end versus by
contingency or program grants
•
The group has a far-reaching impact
•
There’s no current official form of

funding for the group through a
university department or national
organization
•
The group appropriately uses its funding
•
No duplicate services are provided on
campus through another FEB group or
university department
•
Continual fundraising would keep the
group from fulfilling its mission
•
The group has been a recognized
organization of the Office of Student
Activities and Involvement and has
been in good standing for the previous
two years
After the proposed amendment was read
by senior SGA speaker Charlie Jones, the floor
was opened for debate. Senior Rachel York
yielded her time to junior and SGA treasurer
Noah Pope.
Pope said that originally, the addition or
removal of FEB groups occurs every other year,
with this year being an off year. Pope said he
and other senators in the Finance Committee
had an emergency meeting to discuss how
SGA could push SafeRides through as an FEB
group during an off year.
“We had to get a little creative by adding this
statement in the FEB,” Pope said.
The voting period begins April 1, and Pope
said SGA needed this amendment to pass so
SafeRides can continue to operate next year.
“They’re broke,” Pope said. “Can’t run next
year — broke.”
Junior Melody Haak, communications
director of SGA, said she believes this
amendment opens up accessibility for other
future student organizations that may want to
become FEB groups.
“I think this is a great step for the inclusion
of student [organizations] that benefits the
student body and [the] local community,”
Haak said.
Junior Claire Geith, vice president for the
class of 2023, is a member of both SGA and
SafeRides and said she believes it’s important
to have organizations helping one another.
“While most students at JMU know about
SafeRides, not a lot of people know that it’s a
volunteer organization and that the university
does not fund it,” Geith said. “With the
steps SGA is taking, it’s quite literally saving
SafeRides and providing a safe future for every
student at JMU.”
Financial procedures require a majority vote in
the SGA Senate, and the amendment was passed
unanimously.
CONTACT Kasey Trapuzzano at trapuzkm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and
Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on
Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.

There are nine front-end budgeting (FEB) groups on campus, and the amendment allows
SafeRides to be added as an FEB group. Abi Middleton / The Breeze

Madison Root / The Breeze
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By KINGSTON THOMAS
The Breeze

City ordinance
rewrite regulates taxicabs

City Attorney Chris Brown brought forward
a rewrite of Harrisonburg’s taxi ordinance.
The ordinance hasn’t been updated since
2008, and as far as Brown could tell, it was only
technical updates, such as defining the word
“taxi.”
Brown said he’s going for a more “holistic
view” with the ordinance, taking into account
changes in the law, the surge in gas prices, the
rise of transportation companies like Uber
and Lyft and the devastating effects the two
companies have had on taxis in Harrisonburg
and the nation. Brown calls the rewrite
substantial, condensing the current ordinance
of 107 sections down to 47 to “tighten it up”
and make it readable in compliance with state
law.
Brown said the main goal of the rewrite
is to allow taxi companies in Harrisonburg
to compete with the aforementioned
transportation companies and streamline
the enforcement and administration of the
ordinance. Uber and Lyft allow drivers to pick
their own rates, and along with convenience
and ease of use, as well as COVID-19 closing
many public services, taxicabs have taken a
hit.
“In 2017, in the city of Harrisonburg, there
were 56 licensed taxicab drivers, with 48 cabs,”
Brown said. “In 2022, there are 18 drivers and
15 cabs. You can see the devastating effect of
the pandemic, companies and gas prices.”
The rewrite hopes to allow the taxi
companies to flourish by changing rates,
background checks and enforcement and
administration.
It would allow taxi companies to set
their own rates rather than being set by City
Council to better compete with personal
transportation companies.
Brown said he’s hoping for stricter
background checks because they’ll “remove
discretion.”
“It should be a fairly easy yes or no question
for whoever’s viewing the application,” Brown
said.
Additionally, when it comes to enforcement
and administration, the rewrite would
have the Council maintain authority over
license holders. The Department of Public
Transportation maintains jurisdiction over
random once-a-year taxi inspections when
they’re put into operation, Brown said. He
also said the change in ordinance would have

the licensing of taxi drivers be handled by
the Harrisonburg Police Department (HPD),
since it already enforces traffic infractions and
day-to-day ordinances.

Department of
Transportation
Title XI approved

Director of Public Transportation Gerald
Gatobu said that since public transportation
receives federal funding, the service needs to
be fair and open to everyone, citing the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, preventing discrimination
based on color, race or national origin.
“We have provisions for limited English
proficiency and to translate our programs into
Spanish,” Gatobu said.
Gatobu stated that based on federal
regulations, the city has to make sure that
minority groups should be engaged with and
told what changes are going on throughout
the city.
The council unanimously voted in favor of
approving the Department of Transportation
Title XI.

$225,000 city manager’s
office renovation proposed

Brought forward by Harrisonburg City
Manager Ande Banks, this supplemental
appropriation was proposed due to upcoming
staff additions to the city manager’s office —
located in the City Hall building — that will
push to capacity. Banks said the supplemental
appropriation of $225,000 from the city’s fund
balance would provide a project budget and
an opportunity to expand the city manager’s
offices and create new shared spaces for the
City Council and administration. The city
could also work with a local architect and
developer to move forward with expanding
the office in City Hall.
Banks also brought up the City Hall building
itself and how it’s been built on a five-year
time horizon, meaning the initial plan was to
immediately turn around and renovate the
municipal building, having the two work in
tandem with each other.
“This would ensure the city offices would stay
downtown and on Main Street for decades to
come,” Banks said. “What we are starting to see
is other offices are filling up as our city gets bigger,
and the services we provide expands with it.”
CONTACT Kingston Thomas at thoma2ks@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU
and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk
on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
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FOCUS ON YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY.
LEAVE THE FOOD TO US.

OPINION
EDITOR Jacob Carter

EMAIL breezeopinion@gmail.com

Want to praise someone
or get something off
your chest? Darts &
Pats is the place to do
it. Submit your own at
breezejmu.org.

A “you-rock” pat to my
Honors professors for
making food in class today.
From someone who misses
home-cooked meals.

A “not-having-fun” dart to
Delta Airlines for canceling
my flight and forcing me to
fly through four extra states
to get home.
From a struggling spring
breaker.

An “ahoy!” pat to "Below
Deck" for being the first
reality TV show to impress
me.
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From a viewer with high
standards.

The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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From an upcoming graduate.

@Breeze_Opinion

Jacob

A “cap-and-gown” dart to
the line wrapping around
Bridgeforth Stadium during
the Grad Fair.

Editorial Policies
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It’s
a
typical
morning — I begin
my daily routine
by blindly scrolling
through TikTok. My
feed is filled with videos
targeting my interests, but
this time, I see new content: videos about
the war in Ukraine.
TikTok now serves as one of the most
prominent sources of entertainment and
information for college-aged individuals.
Although the platform has been riddled with
misinformation regarding the war, TikTok
serves as a pivotal player in showcasing
the atrocities the Russian government is
enacting on the citizens of Ukraine to its
users through firsthand accounts.
TikTok plays a major role in the
consumption of news by people today.
According to a survey conducted by Pew
Research Center in 2021, over half of the
U.S. gets their news from social media.
This dependence on social media for news
creates a battle for information dominance
between each conflicting side. Per The New
Yorker, this is the first “TikTok war,” a war
fought not only for physical dominance
but also over information. Today, users
have immediate access to the conflict from
an app that used to primarily highlight
dancing.
Now, TikTok is faced with an interesting
problem
regarding
its
community
guidelines and the type of content being
shared about Ukraine. The company’s
community guidelines state: “We do not
allow the depiction, promotion, or trade of
firearms, ammunition, firearm accessories,
or explosive weapons,” and users can't show
“content that displays firearms, firearm
accessories, ammunition, or explosive
weapons.” Although TikTok’s guidelines
reprimand depictions of violence and
weapons, violent Ukrainian content
is still visible on the app. Sophomore
Gwen Cathell said she believes that this

content, despite
11K
it
breaking
the
guidelines,
needs to remain
accessible to the
76.1K
public.
“I
do
believe
on
@breeze_opini
that it’s important
rts and pats!
da
ur
Submit yo
for TikTok to leave
up content about the
— Ponyboy
Original sound
trauma that Ukrainians
are experiencing, even if it
does ‘violate’ their terms of
+
service,” Cathell said. “While
I agree that content about
guns and violence shouldn’t
necessarily be promoted, it’s
important for users to become
has also
aware of the harsh reality Ukrainians are banned Instagram and
facing.”
Facebook from being used within the
After Russia began its invasion of Ukraine, country, per the Guardian. This hindrance
every social media app was flooded with displays the importance that social media
information about the conflict, and TikTok apps like TikTok have on global conflicts
users were met with a trove of videos and how countries like Russia will ban
directly from Ukrainian residents.
them to spread disinformation to its
Ukrainians have turned to TikTok citizens. In the U.S., the White House
to spread information about the war briefed 20 TikTok influencers on Ukraine
occurring within their country. Thousands in the hopes that they’d use it to inform
of videos have been published highlighting their audiences, per The Guardian. With
the atrocities the Russian soldiers have governments scrambling to gain control
been committing in their neighboring in the information war, it’s apparent how
country. When Russia first invaded useful these platforms are.
Ukraine, hundreds of videos were uploaded
Although TikTok is vital to informing the
to TikTok to gather support for Ukraine. world in a fast manner, it comes with the
Since then, citizens have been able to caveat of easily spreadable misinformation.
show firsthand footage of fighting soldiers, As college students, it’s our duty to only
hijacked tanks, the assemblage of molotov accept and spread credible information
cocktails and even Russian missiles in the — and that’s especially true regarding the
sides of homes. By bringing the crisis to ongoing conflict in Ukraine. Posts using
the attention of today’s youth, information footage from military video games and old
about the war has been able to rapidly wars have been posted with the intent to
spread and latch onto the TikTok algorithm. garner views and spread misinformation.
Vice News reported March 8 that
Last month, a video showed a tank shooting
Russia banned TikTok users in Russia artillery rounds at a fighter jet but claimed to
from protesting against the government’s be taken days prior in Ukraine.
actions and from viewing news related to
the conflict. Since the TikTok ban, Russia
see TIKTOK, page 13

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their
opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no
longer than 250 words. Guest columns must be no more than 650
words.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length,
grammar and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear.
The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions
expressed in this page, with the exception of editorials, are not
necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via
e-mail and must include name, phone number, major/year if author
is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if
applicable) and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Prices on the rise
High gas prices could lead to
positive long-term environmental effects
Out of 50
respondents on
Instagram, it cost
an average of $63
to fill gas tanks.

MIA HAZELDINE-ROSS | mia’s ideas
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way, at least theoretically, the U.S. can ensure
environmentally responsible fossil fuel production
and avoid supporting controversial regimes, all
while avoiding an increase in its amount of fossil fuel
consumption.
While this argument poses a fair point, it disregards
several key problems and one great opportunity. The
U.S. is already one of the top fossil fuel producers in
the world, and over the past decade, domestic energy
production has been on the rise while energy imports
have been declining. To speed up energy production
in an effort to completely rule out foreign imports
would take a massive amount of time and resources
— and for what?
Other countries would still be producing, albeit
with slightly reduced demand, but in the end, the
U.S. would be regressing back into its old ways at a
time when progress is vital. Instead of increasing
production, the U.S. should be subsidizing renewable
energy to fill the void left by Russian fossil fuel imports.
High gas prices can be more than an inconvenience,
especially for low-income populations. However,
unlike climate change, the problem is unlikely to be
permanent.
While high gas prices are frustrating for the average
consumer, it may be advantageous in the long run as,
without them, the U.S. might have been forced to take
more drastic action in addressing climate change if it
wanted to meet its deadlines.
“The hard fact is that to get people to stop using fossil
fuels will entail either forbidding them from doing so,
which will not be popular, or raising the price of them
through taxes or inadvertently through a war like this,”
JMU economics professor Barkley Rosser said.
The war in Ukraine has increased gas prices,
resulting in decreased demand that the government
can take advantage of by supporting energy
substitutions for U.S. consumers. This presents a rare
opportunity in the war on climate change. A growth in
the market for alternatives to fossil fuels needs to be
taken advantage of while it’s still prevalent.
“Environmental policies should focus on providing
incentives to renewable energy sectors/investors,”
JMU political science professor Hakseon Lee said.
“Currently, fossil fuel industry lobbying still dominates
policy debates, which needs to be overcome soon.”
In the face of intense oppositional lobbying, the
pro-environment movement must act quickly and
offer the government a better alternative to the
country’s rising demand for energy. We must hope
that the government sees the importance of such a
transition within the energy sector and invests in the
U.S.’s future.
The situation is, of course, born out of tragedy and
has made the lives of low-income earners more difficult.
But that doesn’t mean we should ignore other problems
plaguing the world today. Climate change isn’t just a
problem for now; it will persist into the future. It’s not just
a domestic issue — it’s global. We cannot afford to miss
opportunities like this.
CONTACT Mia Hazeldine-Ross at hazeldmg@dukes.

jmu.edu. For more editorials regarding the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities, follow the opinion desk
on Instagram and Twitter @Breeze_Opinion.
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This month’s rise in gas
prices has been a source of
stress for JMU students and
professors alike. It’s not just
commuters who are affected,
however. Increasing energy
costs can result in high electricity
bills and a rise in the price of goods and services
due to transportation costs. Despite peaking gas and
ze
ee
electricity prices as a result of the war in Ukraine, this
Br
e
spike could benefit the environment in the long run.
Th
U.S. gas prices reached a record high March 11
at an average of $4.33 per gallon, soaring past the
previous record of $4.10 in 2008. This rise, however,
shouldn’t be a shock to those keeping up with
current events. Just four days prior to the record, the
Biden administration announced that, as part of a
coordinated response against Russian aggression in
Ukraine, the U.S. would be imposing a ban on Russian
energy imports.
The decision itself faced little criticism, but as gas
prices skyrocketed, so did condemnation of Biden’s
environmental strategy that, according to Fox News,
only served to exacerbate the issue.
Other media outlets on the other side of the
political aisle have argued
that gas prices began
to rise before Biden’s
presidency and that
it’s the responsibility
of
private
energy
corporations to reduce
profits in order to ease
consumer burden.
Biden has heavily
regulated
domestic
fossil fuel production
in an attempt to curb
American
carbon
dioxide
emissions
and
meet
strict
self-imposed
and
international deadlines.
It’s important to note
that these deadlines
are vital in preventing
drastic changes to the
global environment that
could have harmful,
permanent effects.
But for once, in a
refreshing
change
of pace, the partisan
argument isn’t staunchly
anti-environment
or
pro-economy. Instead,
Republicans
are
making a fair point:
Many say that instead
of restricting domestic
production, the U.S.
should be restricting
international imports,
according to the New
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, 8% of U.S. petroleum imports are from Russia.
York
Times.
That
Emma Connelly / The Breeze

*type of gas/car and gas stations
vary between responses
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Pill problem
Birth control pill
overprescription
hurts young women
Birth control isn’t for everyone, and it shouldn’t be the first suggestion made by health care
providers to young menstrating people. Photo illustration by Abi Middleton

MEG WILLCOX | ruth’s truths

According to ABC News,
one in five American
girls between the
ages of 13 and 18
are on birth control.

Thursday, March 24, 2022

Jacob Carter / The Breeze

“The real impact of what birth control
pills do to female bodies is never
discussed, and what is discussed is
completely glossed over.”
Dr. Felice Gersh

OB/GYN Nurse Practitioner

There
often
comes
a
time
in a young girl’s
life
when
they
face the decision of
whether to start taking
birth
control. Whether it’s used as
a contraceptive, a way to get clearer skin
or just to have a lighter period, the birth
control pill may seem like the only
option — but it isn’t.
When the pill is prescribed, doctors
may not give enough warning about
the serious side effects that come
with it. The truth is: The pill isn’t for
everyone. It can substantially change
your physical and mental state — and
most of the time, women aren’t warned
of that.
While there are several ways to prevent
pregnancy, “the pill” always seems
to be the default option for most young
girls. According to the National Library
of Medicine, oral contraceptives are the
most common method of contraception
used by adolescents: 44% of sexually active
teenagers between 15-19 years old use
them. Additionally, one in five American
girls between 13-18 are on birth control,
according to ABC News.
This poses the question: Just how
thoroughly are these medical decisions
being considered?
Birth control can make women gain
weight, lose hair, miss periods, develop
migraines, develop cysts and more, and
once someone starts taking it, it can be
hard to stop. Doctors need to explain these
negative side effects of birth control pills
more clearly — especially to young girls.
For example, if a woman’s acne is affecting
their confidence and well-being, the birth
control pill is commonly prescribed. In this
scenario, they should be informed that even
though birth control could help their acne,
it’ll likely have a negative effect on other
parts of their body.

Lauren Bradley (’21) started taking birth
control pills at a young age. Now, she still
deals with the same side effects from the pill
that she dealt with in high school.
“It’s so scary to think about going cold
turkey because of how my body will react,
which again is not something that was ever
discussed,” Bradley said. “I am kind of just
living with the side effects in fear of what
will happen mentally and physically.”
It isn’t fair that women put their bodies
through such extreme hardships to solve
one problem when, in reality, birth control
only causes more.
OB/GYN nurse practitioners commonly
recommend and prescribe hormonal birth
control pills, but in some cases, there are
professionals who choose not to for medical
reasons.
In a blog post, OB/GYN Dr. Felice Gersh,
who received her medical degree from the
University of Southern California, explains
why she doesn’t recommend that women
take the pills.
“The real impact of what birth control
pills do to female bodies is never discussed,
and what is discussed is completely glossed
over,” Gersh said. “Published studies
show birth control pills can hinder the
development of strong bones, negatively
impact gut and immune health, damage
vaginal and bladder health and impact
normal brain function.”
These effects should be considered the
highest priority when deciding whether or
not it’s a good idea to take birth control, yet
they’re often not. Doctors should be more
concerned with telling their patients just how
harmful these pills can be before prescribing
them. If they did, perhaps more women would
reconsider their decision.
CONTACT Meg Willcox at willcomr@dukes.

jmu.edu. For more editorials regarding
the JMU and Harrisonburg communities,
follow the opinion desk on Instagram and
Twitter @Breeze_Opinion.
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War in Ukraine lends
to Russian misinformation
campaigns on social media
from TIKTOK, page 10

The video gained millions of views and
shares, with commenters stating how horrible
the war is and how it felt like they were
actually there. In actuality, the video was from
a military shooter game called Arma III. In this
instance of misinformation, it’s easy to see
how fast false information can go unnoticed
on an app that allows users to upload anything
to a platform used by millions.
Seventy percent of TikTok users are
members of Gen Z, according to Wallaroo
Media. This younger demographic can be
easily manipulated by misinformation like
the Arma III footage due to low media literacy
rates, but the app shouldn’t be hailed
only as an exploitable information tool.
Many of TikTok’s users are college-aged
students who are engaged with both the
entertainment and informational aspects
that the platform provides. Many users have
shown their support for Ukraine through
fundraisers, informational videos and onthe-ground footage.

The fact that users have poured so
much effort into Ukraine’s cause should
be celebrated. The blatant instances of
misinformation regarding the crisis shouldn’t
dampen the impact the platform has made in
providing support.
It’s imperative that we’re able to easily
discern between the truth and purposefully
misleading videos. In a time of global crisis,
we shouldn’t allow for misinformation to
spread on a platform that could just as easily
garner support and meaningfully inform its
users. We also shouldn’t let this crisis fall short
due to the short amount of time a topic spends
on TikTok’s algorithm.
Staying up to date on the facts surrounding the
war in Ukraine is imperative. Letting the truth
fall through the cracks of the TikTok algorithm is
exactly what Russia is banking on.
CONTACT Luke Pineda at pinedalm@dukes.

jmu.edu. For more editorials regarding the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow
the opinion desk on Instagram and Twitter
@Breeze_Opinion.
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According to The Guardian, the White House briefed 20 TikTok influencers on the situation in
Ukraine so they’d can use the information to inform their audiences. Madison Root / The Breeze
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Nicotine dream
Tobacco companies shouldn’t
exploit younger generations

Thursday, March 24, 2022

Cigarettes have seen a rise in sales for the first time in 20 years due to increasing sales of
smokeless tobacco products, per the Federal Trade Commission. Photo illustration by Matt

ORIANA LUKAS | contributing writer
The
vaping
phenomenon
has
encapsulated
the
younger
generation
over the course of the
past few years. Millennials
and Generation Z have been fueling tobacco
companies as they’ve been progressively
coaxed into nicotine addiction. These
companies need to be held accountable for
their harmful marketing practices if young
people are ever going to kick their smoking
habits.
According to the American Academy of
Family Physicians (AAFP), 20% of young
adults think vaping has no negative effects
on their health, and some even claim that it’s
nonaddictive. The two generations that have
the highest percentages of e-cigarette use are
millennials at 21% and Gen Z at 18%. Because
these products haven’t yet directly led to
lung cancer, many users don’t acknowledge
the other health risks such as lung and heart
disease, according to the AAFP.
While e-cigarettes were initially marketed
as a “better” alternative to cigarettes, these
products contain harmful chemicals such as
acetaldehyde, acrolein and formaldehyde,
which have all also been tied to lung and heart
disease, according to the American Lung
Association. Acrolein is a herbicide used to kill
weeds.
Tom Houston, M.D. of Dublin, Ohio,
and former chair of the AAFP Commission
on Health of the Public and Science said
the flavoring in these vapes could also be
contributing to these negative effects.
“Respondents
incorrectly
thought
e-cigarettes were linked to cancer; this has
yet to be proven,” Houston said. “However,

vaping has been shown to be a potential cause
of heart and lung disease. The flavoring agents
may also add to the harms of vaping.”
Even with all of these health risks known by
the community, profits for tobacco companies
are skyrocketing. According to the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC), smokeless tobacco
sales increased from $164.8 million in 2019 to
$166 million in 2020. As sales of these products
have increased, so have cigarette sales, which
marks the first annual increase in 20 years.
The problem is that these companies are
targeting younger generations with “cool”
flavors such as mint, bubblegum and mango.
These flavors can attract first-time customers
who are likely unaware of the detrimental
risks of using tobacco products. Once hooked,
these customers can often become addicted to
nicotine.
There are laws that exist to make buying
tobacco products more difficult, such as the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which
was amended in 2019 to raise the federal
minimum age for sale of tobacco products
from 18 to 21 years old. Despite these laws,
minors still find alternative ways to obtain
their vapes, such as having someone older
purchase them.
With tobacco companies constantly crafting
new products, the vicious cycle of nicotine
addiction is likely to continue, leaving younger
generations with a myriad of health problems. If
this continues, hospitals will inevitably be full of
patients suffering from lung disease.
CONTACT Oriana Lukas at lukasok@dukes.

jmu.edu. For more editorials regarding the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow
the opinion desk on Instagram and Twitter
@Breeze_Opinion.

youtube.com/breezevideo
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How does vaping benefit you?

Have you ever vaped?

“Gives me a tiny escape from my day and stress.”

Never

62%
Once or twice

“Literally no benefit ... I’ve gotten
to a point where I kind of crave it when I’m drinking.”
“It relieves my stress.”

25%
Once a week
5%
Every day
9%
*Survey results from 177 respondents on Instagram

For those who vape regularly,
do you think you’ll ever quit?
“Yes. It’s not something I want to carry
with me into the professional world.”
“Thankfully, it’s been pretty easy for me to quit.”
“Yes, I think I’ll grow out of it
when I start working a real job.”

Thursday, March 24, 2022
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Greenwashed out
Sustainable lifestyles aren’t
affordable for college students
ANNIE MCGOWAN | contributing writer
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Sustainability is
the new hot topic
for many consumers
who want to lessen
their impact on the
environment. As the state
of Earth’s climate continues to decline,
demand for sustainable products is rising.
However, pursuing a sustainable lifestyle
might not be the most attainable practice
for college students. In reality, companies
that follow sustainable practices are often
some of the most expensive.
According to Urban Institute, dependent
college students make $3,900 per year on
average, while independent students make
$13,880 a year. After considering potential
factors like rent, gas, groceries and schoolrelated expenses, there often isn’t much left
to work with.
When brands use the image of
sustainability to push their product,
college students who want to uphold a
more sustainable lifestyle may waste their
money on products that are either too
expensive or simply fake. Consider Everlane,
a supposedly “ethical” and “radically
transparent” company that has a reputation
for going against its mission statement. Even
if it wasn’t guilty of greenwashing, spending
$108 on jeans just isn’t in the cards for most
students.
“There is a big difference between
sustainability and accessibility,” senior
Molly Van Trees said. “A lot of brands have
capitalized off of this aesthetic style of
sustainability that involves bamboo brushes
and fancy containers, but so much of it
involves buying more stuff to replace your
‘unsustainable’ products when the truly
sustainable thing to do would be to just use
what you already have.”
In order to encourage consumers to
purchase a company’s environmentally
friendly products, the responsibility of
leading a sustainable lifestyle is shifted
onto the consumer. But, it shouldn’t be up
to the consumer to purchase sustainable
options when 100 individual companies
are responsible for 71% of global emissions,
according to the Business & Human Rights
Resource Centre.
“I think that a lot of marketing places the
burden of sustainability onto individuals
but makes the options so economically
inaccessible that we have no choice but
to feel guilty for the things we can actually
afford to buy,” Van Trees said.
When it comes to affordability, sometimes
shopping on Amazon or Shein is the cheapest
option for those who need products but can’t
afford them elsewhere.
“Sustainable clothing is so alluring to
me, and then it costs $250 for a pair of
pants — that is not something I can afford,”

Van Trees said. “It’s especially jarring, too,
because sustainable products could be the
most helpful to people who could benefit
from having to replace things less often, but
the people who can afford to replace their
entire kitchen to have the matching sets
of Mrs. Meyers natural soaps and bamboo
brushes do so for the aesthetic and not out
of necessity.”
Despite the hurdle of affording sustainable
clothing, there are options for living a more
sustainable lifestyle, such as thrifting your
clothes, taking the bus, biking to school or
growing a vegetable garden. Taking the time
to change your lifestyle shouldn’t break the
bank, but when considering the current
market for sustainable products, it’s often
unavoidable.
Many college students are drawn to
companies like Shein, which are known for
having cheap clothing. But oftentimes, such
low prices come with claims of unethical
working conditions. According to the British
Broadcasting Corporation, some Shein
employees have had to work up to 75 hours
a week with only one week off a month. This
goes without mentioning the increasingly
fast trend cycle in which clothing is being
produced and discarded. According to
Bloomberg, clothing is being discarded
quicker than ever at a rate of 2,150 pieces of
clothing per second being thrown away.
What students can do is to try to shop as
small as possible. Buying a product that’s
locally made not only helps the Harrisonburg
community thrive but often is going to last
longer than its Amazon equivalent. Making
informed choices of your purchases not
only helps yourself be satisfied with the item
in question but also helps the person or
company you choose to buy it from.
Additionally, purchasing clothing, decor
and even home items that take time to make
are usually of higher quality, which will often
last longer due to more thought being put
into each piece. If you’re looking to purchase
new clothing, don’t shop from major fashion
lines but rather small independent clothing
manufactures.
At the end of the day, if Shein or Lulu’s is
the only place you can afford to purchase
cute clothing, then don’t place the blame of
the climate crisis on yourself. It’s up to the
corporations themselves to change their
practices to limit their global emissions.
Taking the time to change your lifestyle
shouldn’t break the bank, but when considering
the current market for sustainable products, it’s
often unavoidable.
CONTACT Annie McGowan at mcgow3ca@

dukes.jmu.edu.
For
more
editorials
regarding the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the opinion desk on
Instagram and Twitter @Breeze_Opinion.
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Less workers, more hours
Sharp Shopper, though fully stocked, needs employees

Sharp Shopper works with manufacturers and local sellers, offering a variety of surplus goods. Given that many are past their “best by” dates, prices are affordable.
Matt Young / The Breeze

By SARAH ECCLESTON
The Madison Business Review
50 cent Naked smoothies, $1 turkey
bacon, 70 cent macaroni and cheese.
All these items are sold at Sharp Shopper,
an outlet grocery store in Harrisonburg
and eight other locations. The low pricing
is all thanks to the center’s inventory
— groceries that may have passed their
“best by” date and surplused products.

Labor shortages persist

with the increase in Virginia’s minimum
wage, it’s been struggling to compete.
“We haven’t been able to ... have large,
across-the-board increases [in pay] to try to
compete with the factories ’cause we never
really can compete with them,” Clymer said.
Sharp Shopper isn’t completely alone
in this. Some of its competition, such as
some factories in the Shenandoah Valley,
also seem to contend with wage increases.
According to WHSV, the Hershey’s factory
in Stuarts Draft — a labor competitor
— is currently facing the prospect of
worker unionization for such reasons.

Surplused, low-priced

Although staffing has been an issue for
Sharp Shopper, affordability isn’t. In fact,
its product lineup has been somewhat
of an asset throughout the pandemic.
Nationwide, COVID-19 has caused the price
of most groceries to go up due to supply chain
issues. According to The AP News, wholesale
inflation has gone up by 9.7% from a year ago.
However, Clymer said surplus item
prices tend to lag behind in price
increases, so Sharp Shopper hasn’t
been affected by price increases yet.
Instead, working with food manufacturers
and local sellers, Clymer said the outlet is

able to stock up due to its large warehouse
in Pennsylvania. During the beginning
of the pandemic, when toilet paper
was running out everywhere, Sharp
Shopper already had an excess of toilet
paper that didn’t run out for a long time.
Still, because Sharp Shopper sells foods
which may have passed their “best by”
date, Clymer said, some manufacturers
have stipulations such as not allowing their
products to be used in advertisements.
For some customers, “best by” dates
are concerning but not a deterrent from
shopping at Sharp Shopper. Vanessa Shirkey,
a long time customer of Sharp Shopper,
said she watches the dates on the food,
but the “best by” dates don’t matter to her.
The store actually doesn’t get a lot of
returns because of spoilage — returns
are mostly because of taste preferences.
Despite frustrations with the workload
at Sharp Shopper, Secrist appreciates
the help that Sharp Shopper gives
to those in need in the community.
“We’re not just a grocery store,” Secrist said.
“I think we’re a service to the community.”
CONTACT Sarah Eccleston at ecclessk@
dukes.jmu.edu. She is a media arts and
design major.

National retail job openings in the thousands (2021)
,

,
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Regardless of its bountiful shelves,
Sharp
Shopper
lacks
employees.
Leonard Clymer, the business’ operations
manager, said the stores only have about
80% of the employees needed. This may
not seem like a severe shortage, Clymer
said, but in circumstances such as a
weather event where many employees
may not be able to make it to work,
it becomes difficult to run the stores.
“It’s been pretty tough,” Tina Secrist,
store manager of the Harrisonburg
outlet, said. “It is kind of part of the job,
but I wouldn’t want it to last forever.”
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
unemployment in wholesale and retail trade

spiked to 17.1% at the pandemic’s start. As of
the past February, unemployment has fallen
to 4.9%, still above pre-pandemic levels.
Sharp Shopper has tried to compensate for
the lack of employees by using strategies to
maximize what they can do with less workers.
Since the outlet employs a crosstraining strategy to cover all departments
of the store, one employee may be
asked to work in the dairy department
and at the register instead of just in just
the dairy department or the register.
“We’re on a 40-hour-work week
schedule, but that’s not realistic,” Secrist
said. “I’d say [I work] at least 50 hours.”
She performs many different duties
during her shift, sometimes even
bagging
groceries
—
something
she had never done pre-pandemic.
“The employees, the ones that we have,
have to put in a little more effort because they
somehow gotta get the job done,” Clymer said.
To alleviate the situation, Secrist said
Sharp Shopper has put up in-store and
online advertisements to try to recruit
workers, but it hasn’t seemed to work.
However, the bigger issue seems to lie in
the labor market. Although Sharp Shopper
provided hazard pay during the peak of
the pandemic and its base pay has risen
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The Sticky Note Project seeks to uplift JMU

Thursday, March 24, 2022

from STICKY NOTES, page 1

“We’ve gotten a lot of messages,” Kowalsky,
also a sophomore, said. “Some people just
talk about how they appreciated it and have
been excited to find them, and it’s been cool
… We just want everyone to feel like part of
the community.”
One follower sent in a photo of a
note they found accompanied by
the message “i saw this in the urec
bathroom and it made my day” [sic]
Another follower found a note in the
Bioscience building that said, “You
are more than just a number.” In their
DMs, they said, “I’m having a really
rough time right now and this helped
a little bit … You guys are wonderful
people for doing this. Sometimes all you
need is a small heartfelt comment.”
The Sticky Note Project’s feedback so far
has also extended to others taking action.
Some followers have expressed a desire to
help out by making and distributing their
own sticky notes. Radtke mentioned one
person who reached out to the team and said
she was putting her own notes in the practice
rooms and halls of the Forbes Center.
“It’s been really cute that people have been
kind of joining in without being officially,
quote unquote, ‘part of the project.’”
The initiative has also gained the attention
of Tim Miller, vice president for student affairs.
He said in an email that he recently discovered
the project after seeing a note at Village Juice
and Kitchen and said he was happy to see the
three friends’ impact on the community.
“I am always
proud of our students
when they see an
issue or concern
and step up to
address it,” Miller
said. “It’s amazing
to me how even
one gesture can
make a difference
in someone’s life
and this project
exemplifies that
truth. Each of
us can make a
difference and
these students
have chosen to
take action when faced with tragedy and I am
thankful to them for making that choice” [sic]
In addition to sharing photos of the sticky

notes, Radtke creates graphics with mental
health reminders and encouraging messages
the team posts on Instagram. Radtke said it can
sometimes be hard for the group to remember
to take pictures and that eye-catching graphics
are more likely to be shared
across the
platform.
“I just
started
making
them and
posting
them, and
they seem
to have
done
kind of
well,”
Radtke
said.
“The
popular
p o s i t i v i t y p a g e s a re
the ones that look really pretty and
aesthetic, and those are the things that get
reposted — and not so much the just plain
sticky notes.”
As they’ve started to see the effects of
their work in the JMU community, the
project’s founders said they’ve also felt
personally impacted by it. Twigg said she
had a challenging semester last fall, and her
roommates cheered her up with sticky notes
before they ever started their initiative.
“I woke up one morning, and I walked down
the stairs and [they were] just covered in sticky
notes from my roommates of encouraging
words,” Twigg said. “It brought me to tears and
I still have them all to this day, and the
way that made me feel is how
I want to make other people
feel … It’s just such a loving
and awesome feeling to know
that people really do care.”
While Twigg experienced
how it feels to receive the sticky
notes, Radtke said she feels
equally emotional when leaving
them for others.
“It makes me smile to see
other people smile,” Radtke
said. “It really makes you feel like
you’re doing something good. I
think most people want to feel
like they’ve had a positive impact
while they’re here.”
Radtke and Twigg also said that after

seeing the effect the project has had on
JMU, they hope it will expand beyond
Harrisonburg.
“It would be really cool if other
college campuses decided to join in and
started to start seeking out projects of
their own,” Radtke said. “That would be
really cool if it could become something
bigger, something outside of JMU — like
a larger movement that’s more than just
me and my roommates.”
As the team behind the Sticky Note
Project pursues these aspirations for
growth, they plan to continue their dayto-day efforts of small acts of kindness at
JMU. Radtke said
she and the other
founders would
l ov e t o i n c re a s e
their Instagram
presence and “create
a community of
people that feel
loved.”
Radtke added
that although not
everyone will follow
the project on
Instagram, people
will often find
their notes around
campus. Kowalsky
e c h o e d R a d t k e ’s
optimism for the
project’s success.
“ We j u s t h o p e
that more people
can see them, and
maybe, more people
will check our page,”
Kowalsky said.
“Overall, it’s just
meant to improve
people’s day, just
by a little bit. That’s
about as much as we
can do.”

oot / The
Madison R

Breeze

CONTACT Michael
Russo at russomw@
dukes.jmu.edu. For
more on the culture,
arts and lifestyle of the
JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow
the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram Tim Miller said he’s happy to see the Sticky Note Project’s impact on the
campus community. Madeline Kuehn / The Breeze
@Breeze_Culture.
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Capstone
for a cure

Anderson said he wants to use his privilege to help those affected by the disparities he’s observed in his honors capstone research. Matt Young / The Breeze

JMU senior conducts research on health disparities
By MORGAN VUKNIC
The Breeze

‘Real-world’ research

In the independent scholars program, students
create their own major that consists of 12 classes.
At the start of the program, students propose a
research topic that encompasses a real-world issue
they’re interested in.
The independent scholars program director,

human population.
“I think [Anderson’s] really trying to make
some recompense for some of these historic
inequalities that exist in biomedical research,”
Frana said. “Biomedical studies have long defined
normal human test subjects as white, middleaged males, but there is so much diversity in the
human population … If you look at just one sliver
of it, you’re not going to gain an understanding of
anything.”

Break the mold

Anderson said he wants to use the privileges
he’s been given in life, such as being white, male,
cisgender and financially stable, to help others by
going to medical school pursuing cancer research.
He said he doesn’t want his privilege to be a reason
not to treat people but rather a way to help others.
“There’s no reason that I should sit there and tell
patients, oh, that sucks for you,” Anderson said. “I
want to take what I’m doing and alleviate others’
pain. The reason I’m doing it, and the way I’m
doing it, is so that it can then be applied to people
who are less privileged than I am.”
The Association of American Medical Colleges
in 2018 found that 56.2% of active physicians
identified as white. Because most doctors are white
men, Anderson said, they continue to operate the
way they’re used to. Anderson said he believes
that when these types of doctors treat all of their
patients the same way, marginalized groups like
women, Black people and members of the LGBTQ
community don’t receive the same level of medical
care that their white, straight, male peers do. He
said physicians need to be more open-minded
about the diversity in those they treat.
“The lot you’re given in life, for the most part,
is random,” Anderson said. “These massive
disparities among different groups of people are

created, and some people don’t have the same
opportunities as everyone else because they were
born with a certain skin color or in a certain place
— why should that be allowed to continue?”
Along with using his privilege, Anderson said
he also wants to use the fact that he’s often taken
seriously as a patient to his advantage. Black
women, conversely, sometimes aren’t taken
seriously when it comes to their health, according
to TODAY. Since this disparity exists, Anderson is
trying to work on detecting and slowing breast
cancer through the use of C. elegans, a type of
worm, with certain proteins. When the C. elegans
and proteins are combined, they can help detect
breast cancer — this helps Black women since that
certain cancer disproportionally affects them.
While Anderson doesn’t plan to continue his
research after he graduates and instead plans to
go to medical school, he said helping marginalized
communities will always be important to him and
that more healthcare workers need to focus on
helping all types of people.
“There’s all of these racial and ethnic biases in
the healthcare field that create these vicious cycles
of inequities,” Anderson said. “Since the medical
field is mainly white males, when you get a patient
who has a problem that’s foreign [to white males],
you need more open mindedness. There needs to
be more connection and understanding [in the
medical field] where doctors can say ‘I understand
there’s a problem, and I’m going to help fix it.’”
CONTACT Morgan Vuknic at vuknicma@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter
and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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After thinking about his honors capstone
project, Simon Anderson, a senior biotechnology
and independent scholars double major, decided
he wanted to work in the biotechnology lab to
conduct hands-on research. He took a particular
interest in health disparities.
Anderson chose to research breast cancer in
Black women. He said he selected this because
Black women are 40% more likely to die from
breast cancer than white women despite having
the same chances of developing it, according to
the American Cancer Society.
Anderson said hormone-dependent breast
cancer can develop quickly and be influenced by
genetic and environmental factors. Anderson said
he wants to find a way to stop this particular cancer
that’s disproportionately killing Black women.
“What I want to do is look at these factors and
think, what can I do in the lab that will benefit
everyone?” Anderson said. “How will [my work]
benefit this particular vulnerable group?”
For his research, Anderson spends most of
his time in a lab looking at data, graphs and
DNA associated with the development of breast
cancer. Specifically, he analyzes the proteins that
influence this cancer and tries to mimic the cancer
to see if he can find a way to either minimize or
eliminate it completely.

Matthew Chamberlin, said Anderson isn’t
interested only in the medical side of health but
also the cultural and social aspects of it — hence
he’s researching a topic that fuses the two aspects.
While the independent scholars program
doesn’t assist Anderson directly with his research
— meaning the program doesn’t help him choose
a topic or help with the hands-on experiments —
Chamberlin said the program connects Anderson
with professors and resources that can guide his
work.
“[Anderson] came to [independent scholars]
interested in the way different cultures and
communities conceptualize heath,” Chamberlin
said. “You don’t have to travel abroad to see
immense cultural variability in the way that people
view their own well-being. We’ve helped him build
connections with people in different disciplines.”
Chamberlin said he believes Anderson’s
research is “immensely important.” He said it’s
been “amazing” watching Anderson’s drive to
learn how people think about health so he can
improve their quality of life.
“I think [Anderson] brings an awareness to the
field of health. He realizes that [healthcare] isn’t
simply treating a disease; it’s also about learning
about people,” Chamberlin said. “He wants to
know about people in a way that will let him help
them.”
Philip Frana, an independent scholars and
interdisciplinary liberal studies professor, has also
been involved in the project. Like Chamberlin,
Frana has helped Anderson pursue his
independent scholars major by connecting him
with other professionals in the biosciences field.
While Frana said he isn’t overly familiar with
the specifics of Anderson’s research, he said it’s
very important for the biomedical field to increase
diversity in order to get a more accurate look at the
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R o c k t o w n rockstars
Back Up Kid band reflects
on its formation and future
By HALEY THOMAS
contributing writer
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After the band’s Sunday night practice, Back
Up Kid guitarist Tyler Dodge brought out plates
of blueberry bread prepared by his roommate.
His band members said jokingly that it’s
indicative of why he’s their guitarist: They know
they’ll leave with some sort of delicious baked
goods if they practice at his house.
Dodge is joined by bassist Ian Marburger,
drummer Brandon Carroll and vocalist and
guitarist Tim Devine — all JMU students.
Back Up Kid is known for its rock ’n’ roll
sound, but the group finds inspiration from
sources ranging from Kendrick Lamar to The
Front Bottoms. Devine lifted his sleeve to reveal
a tattoo of a flashlight — a nod to The Front
Bottoms’ song, “Flashlight.”
“I love rock ’n’ roll because it’s loud — it’s
cool,” Marburger said. “It’s emotional, and
people sing about stuff I can relate to.”
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The early days

Tim Devine (left) was recruited when he respon
ded to Dodge’s “Looking for band
members” discussion post sent to their Survey
of the Music Industry class in
October 2020.

Dodge and Carroll were the first to meet —
they both lived in Weaver Hall their freshman
year in 2019. Carroll said they met after hearing
each other play guitar from their rooms and
that they instantly knew they wanted to form
a band together.
During his sophomore year, Dodge made
a discussion post titled “Looking for band
members” in October 2020 and sent it to his
Survey of the Music Industry class. Devine
reached out, already having written what
would become Back Up Kid’s first album:
“Goodness, Gracious.”
While Devine and Dodge have always stuck to
vocals and guitar, Carroll played bass in his early
days before switching to drums. Their original
fourth member was drummer Dane Ludwig,
whom Carroll eventually took over for.
Devine said there were several reasons why
the early version of Back Up Kid didn’t work
out, one being that Ludwig was in several other
bands, so it was hard to find practice time.
Devine also wanted to play the songs he’d
written, but the group was more of a cover band
at the time.
“I feel like we were all sort of doing different
things,” Devine said. “The first album was still
my baby, and I wanted to wait until I knew it
would sound perfect.”
Something clicked when they met Marburger,
who was in the same Survey of the Music
Industry class as Dodge and Devine.
Marburger also made a discussion post in
search of bandmates, earning him an invitation
to play with Devine and Dodge at one of their
shows. Soon after, Marburger became the
band’s permanent bassist and Carroll switched
to drums.
As Marburger put it, “The rest is history.”
Having all grown up in musical families,
Dodge, Marburger, Carroll and Devine said
they’ve always been passionate about music.
Dodge had a childhood dream, he said, of
being in a band. He and his siblings used to
pretend they each had their own bands and
come up with different names.
“Mine was Skull Searchers — I made that

when I was 5,” Dodge said, chuckling. “My sister’s
was Eye of the Hurricane, and my brother’s was
Centuries Past. Now that I think about it, I might
just borrow those from my childhood because
those are pretty OK names.”
Marburger has been playing bass for about
one year and guitar for five. He said being in a
band has also been an ambition of his since he
was a child.
“My dad was in a lot of bands, and I always
looked up to that,” Marburger said. “Being in my
own band was an absolute dream.”
Carroll has been playing drums for almost two
years — something he said partially stems from
his levels of stage comfortability.
“I used to get so nervous when I played bass
because I was in the front,” Carroll said. “I love
the drums because I get to hide behind everyone
else and just go all in.”
Devine has played guitar for eight years and
wrote music since he joined his first band in
high school. He also came up with Back Up
Kid’s name, which he said was half inspired by
one of his biggest musical inspirations, the band
Rozwell Kid.
“The other half was just me trying to find a
name that wasn’t cheesy, and that was sort of
the first thing I landed on,” Devine said.

Music during a pandemic
While COVID-19 has impacted musicians
around the world in different ways, the
members of Back Up Kid said it only fueled
their love for music.
“The whole first album came from the first
four months of quarantine,” Devine said. “It gave
me the time to just put all my energy into music.”
Marburger said he had a similar experience.
“Before [the pandemic], I had been doing
music a little bit for fun, and I’d been playing
guitar for a while, but I had so much time over
quarantine,” Marburger said. “To me, it was the
turning point that really got me into music.”
Dodge also said the time alone helped his
creative process, reflecting on the moment he
found out students wouldn’t return to JMU after
spring break in 2020.
“All I’d brought home was my guitar and some
clothes,” Dodge said. “For a while, every single
day [consisted of] a bike ride with my dad and
playing guitar for the rest of the day—”
“COVID bike rides!” Devine interjected. “I was
riding the shit out of my bike.”
Although the pandemic gave the members of
Back Up Kid more time to focus on music and
new hobbies, all they really wanted, they said,
was to play their music for a crowd again.
“We were itching to play live shows because
we’d been practicing a lot at that point, but we
also didn’t know if it was the right time,” Carroll
said. “Even if [venues] were open, it was in the
court of public opinion. You didn’t want to be
the band that was playing live when it wasn’t
safe to.”
When it was safe to play live shows, Devine
said, he realized how much this music meant
to him.
“What had the most impact on me was finally
being able to play these songs that I’d written and
had never been able to play with other people,”
Devine said. “It was an incredible feeling.”
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Though the pandemic gave the band members time
to foster their creativity and pick up
hobbies, they all said they missed playing their
music for a crowd.

Hit the road
The band went on its first tour in November
2021 to promote its second album, “Turn To
Gold.”
Devine was involved in the D.I.Y. music scene
on Twitter, which is essentially a community
of artists, labels and venues who promote
one another without the intervention of large
record labels. Devine said this led him to two
independent labels in the early days of Back
Up Kid: Knife Punch Records and Chillwave
Records. The labels helped the band release
the albums and tapes and helped book the
four-day, three-show tour that spanned from
Richmond, Virginia,
to Philadelphia to
Ne w B r u n s w i c k ,
New Jersey.
The band packed
up Carroll’s brother’s
Honda CR-V and hit
the road. Carroll said
the living conditions
were cramped
— the vehicle
w a s ov e r f l o w i n g
with instruments,
snacks and the four
members who were
practically on top of
Bassist, Back Up
one another.
“When you spend
four days straight with the same people and no
alone time at all, you definitely get closer to each
other,” Carroll said as they all laughed. “I’m used
to waking up early to have time alone, but there’s
no such thing as alone time with these guys all
jammed into a CR-V.”
Before a live show, the band usually practices
for about 30 minutes to warm up and grabs
something to eat. Devine, however, said he gets
“way too nervous to eat.”
At that point, Carroll said, he starts to get
stressed about the time crunch. Devine called
him the “band dad.”
“I’m always like, we need to go, we need to go,
we need to go,” Carroll said. “Then, we get there
and no one else is even there yet. Sometimes
[the venue’s] doors are even locked.”
Carroll said one of his favorite shows with
Back Up Kid was a house show in Harrisonburg
in summer 2021. They played a song called “Ode
to the Kitchen, and My Bedroom,” a “fast and
punky” anthem.
“This was the peak moment in the show
during a huge breakdown, and there was just a
guy in the front row slamming his hand on the
concrete floor with the beat,” Carroll said.
Dodge said that later in the show, that same
individual propelled himself on the ground,

head-butting Dodge in the process.
Devine then imitated the dance moves of a
“super drunk guy in a drug rug” at that same
show who somehow made his way on stage to
stand between him and Marburger during one
of their groovier songs.
“He kept bumping into my bass,” Marburger
said, laughing.

Beyond Back Up Kid
Outside of Back Up Kid, the guys live what
Carroll called pretty normal lives.
Devine works at Blue Sprocket Pressing,
a vinyl pressing plant on South Main Street;
Dodge is enrolled
in 19 credits and
spends his free
time recording in
his at-home music
s t u d i o ; C a r ro l l
is working on a
capstone project for
a NASA competition
that involves
building a rocket,
which his group
will be launching
f ro m A l a b a m a ;
a n d Ma r bu rg e r
works at Jalapeno
Kid
Southwest Grill and
is “obsessed with
UREC yoga classes.”
Devine, Dodge and Marburger are all moving
in together in Richmond next year — they hope to
start a new band with what Devine called a “softer
sound.” Carroll will be moving to Huntsville,
Alabama, to start his first job as an engineer.
As for Back Up Kid, the band will likely fade
with the rest of their college lives.
“I think [Back Up Kid] is gonna sort of dissolve
after we all move away,” Devine said. “I still wanna
keep the name in my back pocket in case I ever
wanna release solo stuff because [the name] is
how it all started for me.”
Back Up Kid will be performing in Richmond
on April 8, a show Carroll said he’s “beyond
stoked for.”
“My whole life right now is music,” Devine said.
“I’m super appreciative of the D.I.Y. scene and
community of musicians here in Harrisonburg.
We wouldn’t be where we are now if it weren’t
for them.”

Devine, Dodge and
end with their college careers,
While Back Up Kid will likely
e they hope to start a
wher
,
mond, Virginia, next year
Marburger are moving to Rich
new band.

“I love rock ’n’ roll because
it’s loud — it’s cool. It’s
emotional, and people sing
about stuff I can relate to.”
Ian Marburger
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CONTACT Haley Thomas at thoma3hn@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
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‘Pay it forward’
By KYLEE TOLAND
The Breeze

Drake gave JMU student Harrison Woodley $10,000 in
cash for his birthday in the Turks and Caicos Islands.
Courtesy of Harrison Woodley

“I like when money makes a difference but
don’t make you different.”
The lyric from famous rapper Drake’s hit song
“From Time” has now been experienced by one
JMU student.
Sophomore media arts and design major
Harrison Woodley was on spring break with
his family and girlfriend in the Turks and Caicos
Islands when he met Drake. Woodley said it was
his birthday, and his family decided to go to a
local restaurant that “not many people were at”
until they overheard from a fellow diner that
someone named Drake was there.
“I was like really, like, really?’” Woodley said.
“I was like, OK, I’ll go entertain myself and go
check it out.”
Sure enough, Woodley said, he was met
by three bodyguards when he first saw Drake
and tried to take pictures of him before the
bodyguards told him there were no phones or
cameras allowed near the artist.
“We were like, all right, we’ll just leave him
alone,’” Woodley said. “If I was in his position, I
wouldn’t want to be swarmed by people if I’m
just doing my own thing.”
After a while, Woodley said he and his family
went near where Drake was sitting a second
time — that’s when his dad spoke up about
Woodley’s birthday and tried to convince the
bodyguards for one photo with the rapper.
As they were about to give up and leave him
alone, Woodley said, one of Drake’s associates
came up to the family and asked if they wanted
to play a quick game. Woodley said he jumped
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JMU student has unforgettable
experience with famous rapper Drake

at the opportunity.
That’s when Woodley said he met the artist
and shook his hand. Woodley’s girlfriend
revealed that it was his birthday, and Woodley
said Drake wished him a happy birthday and
asked him to sit down and play the game. It
involved Woodley picking a number in an online
game Drake was playing, and even though
Woodley said he doesn’t think he picked the
“correct” number, Drake pulled out a “designer”
fanny pack and handed him $10,000 in cash.
“It was just kind of crazy for me to actually
hold [the money],” Woodley said. “He seemed
super down-to-earth.”

Charitable efforts

After coming home from the trip, Woodley
said he was “completely up in the air” about
what he wanted to do with the $10,000. His
dad encouraged him to either think of things
Woodley would want to purchase with the
money or to donate it to different charities.
Woodley said he didn’t want to spend the
money on himself but didn’t know what to
donate it to. Then, Woodley thought about the
recent tragedies that had happened on and near
JMU’s campus: the Jan. 31 and Feb. 7 suicides at
JMU and the shootings at Bridgewater College
and Virginia Tech. He decided to donate some
of the money to the American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention (AFSP).
“I feel like this is the perfect way that I can give
some money to this organization,” Woodley said.
Through his fraternity Pi Beta Chi —
unrecognized by JMU — Woodley teamed
up with the Center Club, Inc. in Blacksburg,
Virginia, to organize a philanthropy to raise

money for the AFSP. Woodley said the Center
Club has done an annual philanthropy event
dealing with suicide prevention after a member
of the organization took their own life in 2017.
The philanthropy event will go live March 28
through Pi Beta Chi and the Center Club, Inc.
with a goal of raising $10,000 by April 1. Both
the fraternity and Center Club will be posting
updates, a virtual walk, Venmo boards and
other promotional events for the organization
throughout the week. So far, Woodley said, he’s
donated $1,000 of Drake’s money to the event
and wants others to donate to the cause.
“I wanted to get the ball rolling and donate a
great portion [of the money],” Woodley said. “I
might end up donating some more.”
As for the rest of the money, Woodley said he’s
considering investing or donating it to another
charity.
Woodley said he’s received some pushback
on social media, as he’s seen posts claiming he
doesn’t deserve the money since he was on a
“nice” vacation in Turks and Caicos. However,
Woodley said he’s had people reach out to him
and commend him for his actions.
One thing he said he knows he won’t do with
the money is “blow it all in one go.”
“As someone that’s never had anything even
close to this happen to them, I knew I should
definitely pay it forward,” Woodley said. “It just
feels great knowing that I’m doing something.”
CONTACT Kylee Toland at tolandkm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts
and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

46 Laurel Hill Road
Verona, VA 24482
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Cats, cows
and COVID-19
Rockingham County accounts for one-third of Virginia’s dairy production but has recently seen an increase in farm
closures. Cambria Lee / The Breeze

Valley experiences effects on dairy
industry and pet adoption amid the pandemic
By LUKE FREISNER
contributing writer

Benjamin Blankenship goes into work just like any other day.
He meets with his patients, does checkups and even performs
surgery when necessary. Blankenship has a regular everyday
job, only his patients are cows.

Supply chain troubles

Blankenship, a veterinarian specializing in livestock for
Ashby Herd Health, spends his days with cattle doing routine
herd checks. They’re typically conducted once a month;
however, being a cattle specialist in an area with a rich dairy
cow population — 198 farms in Rockingham County alone,
according to the Daily News Record — makes for lots of herd
checks.
“A lot of our job is preventive medicine, more than just
treating sick animals,” Blankenship said.
His ultimate goal, Blankenship said, is to help animals
before they get sick rather than trying to pick up the pieces after
something bad happens.
Blankenship said that unlike many other jobs, a day in the
life of a livestock veterinarian hasn’t changed much since the
pandemic. Regardless of lockdown, the world keeps turning
— cows still get sick, and you can’t perform cow surgery over
a Zoom call, he said. For Blankenship, the biggest hardship of
COVID-19 has been the lack of necessary supplies needed to
care for and perform surgery on cattle.
Blankenship and his team have been forced to ration their
supplies, such as over the counter and prescription medications
— something easier said than done. Scheduled appointments
are on the docket from the morning to the afternoon, but his
evenings have time allotted in case an emergency surgery is
needed. In a field where demand can change on a dime, Ashby
Herd Health is tasked with estimating the amount of medical
supplies available.
Another difficulty faced by Blankenship and his practice,
he said, have been facing is the fiscal inflation of agricultural
products. Blankenship said that with farms having to pay more
while earning less, many have had to close down — a hit to
the area that accounts for roughly one-third of Virginia’s dairy
production, according to the Daily News-Record.
“A lot of agricultural markets are not strong right now,”
Blankenship said. “We depend on a market to sell, whether it’s
milk or beef … or any of the agricultural products we produce
in the county.”

Pet problems

‘The shelters are full again’

One thing the pandemic didn’t put in short supply was new
pet owners. Roughly one out of every five U.S. households
adopted a new pet in the past two years, according to the
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
“I know it’s been difficult for many in the industry, including
us … to meet that demand,” Ward said.
At the height of the pandemic, Harrisonburg Animal Hospital
and the larger veterinarian community have tried their best to
take on the influx of pets adopted during the quarantine. This,
combined with an ongoing shortage of vets and vet technicians
nationwide, led to an overwhelming disparity between doctors
and incoming patients, Ward said.
However, in 2022, the situation couldn’t be more different.
Ward said many of the pets adopted during peak pandemic are
being given back or surrendered, as owners realize they may
not have the time or money to take care of a new animal with
schools and jobs reopening.
“There was a time when the shelters were empty,” Ward said.
“The shelters are full again.”
Precious, a 2 1/2-year-old domestic shorthair cat, has taken
residence at Harrisonburg Animal Hospital since February
of this year, as there’s no space for her at local shelters. She’s
been described as “a loving little lady” by the HAH Facebook
page and is very fond of belly rubs. They hope to find a forever
home for her soon, but it hasn’t been easy. In addition to the
decrease in adoption rates, Precious was diagnosed with feline
immunodeficiency virus (FIV), meaning she‘d need to be kept
indoors and away from other cats for risk of exposure.
Ward cautions JMU students to think twice before they
impulsively adopt pets to make sure they’re fully equipped to
handle the responsibility.
“I understand people wanting to adopt pets … You’re talking
to a guy running a veterinary clinic,” Ward said. “Of course [we]
want more pet owners walking into the building, but we also
want responsible pet owners coming into the building.”
CONTACT Luke Freisner at freisnlx@dukes.jmu.edu. For
more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU and
Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on
Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.

Columnist Grant
Johnson passes the torch
By GRANT JOHNSON
The Breeze

There’s no way in May 2021 that you could’ve told
me I’d write 24 health and wellness columns totaling
37,619 words and 4,268 unique page views.
But, here we are. And as quickly as I started, it’s
over.
“A Wealth of Health” is now being passed on to
another writer: Hannah Lifrieri.
Before Hannah writes her first article, I want to
reflect on how much all my interviews and readers
have meant to me and how this column has impacted
my own health and wellness journey.
When I got to JMU, I wanted to share the “wealth.”
Once I got more involved in The Breeze, I noticed
a void in its health and wellness coverage which, to
me, was an opportunity to use my experiences for
the betterment of others in the JMU community. I
pitched a health and wellness section to The Breeze’s
editor-in-chief Jake Conleyroughly one year after my
wellness journey’s inception the previous April.
On May 31, 2021, the first edition of “A Wealth of
Health” was published.
The goal of this column was simple: to cultivate
a one-stop-shop for JMU students of fact-based,
thoroughly researched health and wellness content.
This was accomplished by sourcing professors in
the know, then disseminating the information into
digestible tidbits to make tangible practice a reality
for the average student.
I conducted 46 interviews with 23 different JMU
professors — spanning dietetics, psychology, health
sciences and kinesiology, among other majors. Some
interviewees were registered dieticians, certified
athletic and personal trainers, mindfulness experts,
recent JMU graduates and licensed professional
counselors.
I hope you, the reader, have benefited from this
column. There were times when my other Breeze and
school obligations caught up to me and I still had to
write a column, but thinking of my readers kept me
going. I didn’t want to let anyone down.
I also want to thank The Breeze’s culture editors,
Amy Needham and Charlotte Matherly. You two gave
me the freedom to put my own stamp on this column.
Last but not least, to Hannah: I’m really excited
to see where you take this column. You’ve shown a
tremendous passion for health and wellness, and
now, it’s all yours. Go make it your own.
Thank you, stay wealthy and healthy.

Read the full article at breezejmu.org.
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Although the pandemic hasn’t drastically changed
operations at Ashby Herd Health, it’s had the opposite effect
on the Harrisonburg Animal Hospital.
Dave Ward, the hospital’s office manager, said major hiccups
have accompanied the pandemic. The hospital pivoted to
curbside operation around March 2020. Ever since, Ward said
the hospital has been shifting between curbside and in-building
appointments, attempting to get back to as normal as possible.
However, “normal” has yet to be reached. Bailey McInturff, a
graduate student at JMU, said she was uneasy at the beginning
of the pandemic and felt uncertainty leaving her dog inside to
be treated while she stayed in the parking lot.
“[You’d] send your dog in with a vet technician and just hope
they would behave themselves and hope that they would be

OK,” McInturff said.
Much like Ashby Herd Health, Harrisonburg Animal Hospital
has struggled with a shortage of necessary supplies like animal
medications. Ward said companies had to prioritize the
production of human medications over those for animals, and
animal medications are just starting to fulfill public demand.
The shortage mostly affected medications, but the hospital
lacked regular office supplies as well.
“A lot of people were stocking up [on gloves] as much as they
could,” Ward said, shaking his head. “Man, we really struggled
to get gloves for a while — just regular gloves.”
There’s also been a severe lack of veterinarians and veterinary
technicians up for hire, Ward said, which has made it even
harder to keep up with the needs of sick or injured pets.
McInturff said she experienced this issue when trying to make
appointments with the vet.
“The phone lines were always busy,” McInturff said. “To call
and even get an appointment was difficult as well.”
Despite Harrisonburg’s infamous “dog food” smell, there’s a
shortage of dog food, too.
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Pitch by
pitch
JMU sophomore pitcher Alissa Humphrey sails a ball down the middle against George Washington. Savannah Reger / The Breeze

JMU softball's pitching mentality since the Women's College World Series and the mental blocks it's faced so far
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from IN THE CIRCLE, page 1

“I think we did throw them into the fire
against really tough competition at the
beginning,” LaPorte said. “You have to
become more dynamic, and that's what
we've tried to do with our pitchers.”
In some ways, LaPorte said, this is the same
pressure a new starting face in the circle gets
every season — in other ways, however, it’s
amplified. Former JMU pitcher Megan Good
(2015-19), in the circle when JMU took down
Michigan to advance to the Super Regionals
in 2019, was always compared to former
pitcher Jailyn Ford, who led the Dukes in
2016 when they hosted a Super Regional.
Alexander, in turn, was compared to Good,
and now Humphrey and Bermudez may be
feeling these same effects at the beginning of
the year.
“I think [they think] they have to live up to
last year, and that's really hard,” JMU assistant
coach Libby Bowman, who works primarily
with the pitchers, said. “It’s making sure we
create our own identity as a pitching staff.”
Through 22 games this season, the Dukes
have given up over 100 runs already — the
most in the last three seasons. LaPorte’s staff
began using Bermudez and Humphrey as
the starters, then went into the bullpen as
games went on. But as the two were working
through some early season mental blocks,
different players had to step up.
Sophomore pitcher Meredith Wells is one
player LaPorte described postgame against
Maryland as the definition of a hard worker.
Sitting the bench last season, it’s paid
off LaPorte said about Wells. She said
her sophomore is the only pitcher that’s
confident in herself and what she’s got after
the JMU Invitational.
That’s one out of six who trust themselves,

from the head coach’s evaluation.
“I think … you hear the phrase work while
you wait, and Meredith is the epitome of
that,” Bowman said. “You get confidence
from success, making sure that we're getting
a little bit better each day and building
confidence from those really good moments
and letting the bad moments stay in the past
and not focusing on what's happened in the
past.”

'Growing is ok'

Ford, Good and Alexander got to the level
they’re at because of learning the college
game and, LaPorte said, being dynamic.
The WCWS averaged 1.2 million viewers per
game in 2021, 60% better than the College
World Series. With Humphrey in the circle
for millions of viewers to watch, LaPorte said
other teams have scouted her in ways not
possible before and to a point where they
know exactly what Humphrey is going to
pitch right away.
For her pitchers to be successful, LaPorte
said they have to become dynamic, too ,
especially when the whole world saw them
pitch. Doing this, she said, solves the mental
blocks and elicits confidence.
“You have to get better because teams
are getting better against you,” LaPorte said.
“That's what happened with Odicci and
Megan both — they really had to change their
style and become more dynamic. Pitchers
don't always want to do that. They like to be
comfortable with their best, but sometimes
their best is the hitters' best.”
Historically, JMU’s pitchers throw the
ball fast — typically in the 70 mph range.
Bowman said that this season, she’s worked
with Humphrey and Bermudez to speed the
ball up while also adding different, reliable
pitches to their toolbelt to build confidence.
The pitching coach said she’s seen these

players at their best, and what they can do,
it’s getting them there.
“In the fall, we did focus a lot on speed
building,” Bowman said. “Both of them
gained about four to five miles per hour,
which is a huge jump. Then in the spring,
we try to really focus on hitting our location,
making sure our spin is right.”
Feeling good in the circle, Bowman
said, only increases with game experience.
Learning that a player can’t rely on two
pitches to make it through is important,
LaPorte said, and that’s where Humphrey
said she’s developed her change-up ball — a
pitch where the ball is perceived as a fastball,
but is much slower to reach the plate.
"That’s when I'm most successful, is when
I'm changing speeds constantly,” Humphrey
said.
LaPorte said the biggest element with her
pitchers this season is that they aren’t trusting
what they’re throwing, and it’s why so many
faces have cracked the starting lineup. From
the two returners, Humphrey and Bermudez,
to freshman Isabelle Fishman — who plays
primarily in the outfield during the game —
everyone’s had time.
“I think that's the biggest thing right now
… the mental side of our games,” Humphrey
said. “We've really been focused on staying
focused.”
Humphrey and LaPorte said focus starts at
the beginning of the week. Assistant coach
Jennifer Herzig does the scouting for the
team and sees what the other group’s hitters
tend to swing at. From there, LaPorte and
Bowman develop a plan of who’s going to
start and who’s going to pitch in relief. Both
of those are announced before the game.
Bowman said she thinks “communicating
that early is important.”

Where
to go from here
As for where her staff is now, LaPorte said
it's “getting there.” The Dukes competed
at the Memphis Tournament on March
18-19, taking on Northwestern State, East
Tennessee and Memphis twice. On the
second day, the Dukes picked up two wins
after dropping both games on day one. In the
second win over Memphis, JMU came back
in the seventh inning to take the lead, and it
was up to Humphrey to strike out the heart of
the Tigers’ lineup. She did just that.
“I think she's been waiting for it,” LaPorte
said. “The two hitters that we struck out to
win the game were two of their hot hitters at
that time, just having the confidence to trust
her stuff and trust the pitch call.”
JMU fell to Radford on the road 10-2 in six
innings on Tuesday, with Humphrey in the
circle after Wells was pulled. She herself was
pulled for Bermudez in the third inning. In
the second game of the doubleheader, the
Dukes bounced back — winning 14-2 in five
innings — and Humphrey pitched the full
second game, getting herself back on track.
“I know that [if ] I'm not having my best
day, then one of the other pictures on my
staff, on our staff, has my back,” Humphrey
said. “We're having more confidence in
each other because of how important it is to
complement each other right now.”
As the Dukes head into conference play this
weekend, Bowman said the pitchers enter with
a better state of mind than the start. Bowman
said the WCWS lingers, but for the most part, the
team’s finally mentally moved past that and, as
the group picks up more and more wins, it shows.
CONTACT Savannah Reger at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more softball coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Thursday, March 24
All Day
Track & Field at Raleigh Relays
1 p.m.
Men’s tennis vs. Drexel

Friday, March 25
All Day
Track & Field at Raleigh Relays
3 p.m.
Baseball at Delaware

Saturday, march 26
All Day
Track & Field at Raleigh Relays
12 p.m.
Lacrosse at Maryland

Fresh on the field

JMU freshman infielder Fenwick Trimble gets ready for the next picth against Flordia State in the season opener. Courtesy of JMU Athletics

JMU baseball freshmen make a quick
impact on the Dukes’ roster heading into conference play

By JOHN BREEDEN
The Breeze

“You don’t want them to hit a wall in the
middle of April because they’ve never played
this much baseball,” Ikenberry said.
Ikenberry said he’s a coach that has the
best players play no matter what year they
are. He said the freshmen stepping up pushes
the upperclassmen to raise the level and that
the upperclassmen have become teachers of
the game.
“The
conversations
that
our
upperclassmen are having with the freshmen
right now, I just let them go because they’re
really good teaching moments,” Ikenberry
said. “It’s been a really fostering environment
of teaching for these guys.”
Schiavone said the best advice the
upperclassmen gave him is to play the sport
he’s always been playing and to not let
outside appearances or fans change the way
he plays. He said it’s about being confident in
himself. Schiavone said he manages his focus
by imagining it’s just him up to the plate with
a pitcher.
“That just helps me feel more comfortable,
kind of zoning everything out [and] not really
listening to what fans are saying or yelling,”
Schiavone said.
Trimble said the best advice the older
players have given him is that it’s a long
season — a marathon, not a sprint. As the
season progresses, Trimble said he doesn’t
have any personal goals — he wants to help
the team win.
“Day by day, [I’m] attacking that day best
I can,” Trimble said. “Hopefully, that’ll all
add up and get us a bid into a regional.”
CONTACT John Breeden at breed2jr@dukes.
jmu.edu. For more baseball coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.

1 p.m.
Women’s tennis at Charlotte
1 p.m. & 3 p.m.
Softball vs. Towson

Sunday, March 27
All Day
Men’s golf at Seahawk Intercollegiate
All Day
Women’s golf at Chattanooga Classic
1 p.m.
Women’s tennis at Davidson
1 p.m.
Baseball at Delaware
1 p.m.
Softball vs. Towson
1 p.m.
Men’s tennis vs. Navy

Monday, March 28
All Day
Men’s golf at Seahawk Intercollegiate
All Day
Women’s golf at Chattanooga Classic

Tuesday, March 29
All Day
Women’s golf at Chattanooga Classic
6 p.m.
Baseball vs. Longwood

Wednesday, March 30
3 p.m. & 5 p.m.
Softball vs. George Mason
5 p.m.
Lacrosse vs. Towson

Thursday, March 24, 2022

The freshmen baseball players have made
an early impact on the Diamond Dukes. The
likes of freshman infielder Fenwick Trimble
and freshman catcher Jason Schiavone have
become familiar faces in JMU’s starting
lineup.
“I think we’ve got a great crop of freshmen,”
head coach Marlin Ikenberry said.
Outfielder Bryce Suters is a freshman
who’s found a solid amount of playing time
this season. He started one game March 5
against Quinnipiac — replacing the theninjured redshirt sophomore outfielder Chase
DeLauter.
Suters had a career-high three hits in the
March 4 game versus Quinnipiac — the game
he entered in the top of the second after
DeLauter left the game due to injury.
“No one wants to see Chase go down,”
Suters said. “I thought about if I step in [and]
play my game, then it’ll work out for itself.”
Earlier that week, Suters scored his first
career hit in the March 1 game against VMI.
After his three-hit game March 4, he said
it was “unreal” to get on the field and get
settled.
“I’ve always dreamed about this, playing
college baseball at JMU,” Suters said
postgame. “To have the week I’ve had so far,
it’s really fun.”
Trimble has started in 19 of the season’s 20
games. He currently has JMU’s second-best
batting average with a .314 to go with 22 hits
and 19 RBIs. Trimble said he came to JMU
to become a starter as a freshman and that
thankfully, it’s panned out.
“It’s an awesome feeling, especially being

with such a talented group of older guys,”
Trimble said. “Being in such a good lineup
at a young age is great, and I’m sure it’ll pay
huge dividends in the near future.”
Ikenberry said Trimble has been the
biggest standout freshman this season. The
head coach said Trimble has had clutch
performances all season and that it’s great to
see out of a “quiet, go about your business”
player.
“He just knows the game, nothing really
gets him too high [and] nothing gets him too
low,” Ikenberry said. “He’ll have his at-bats
where you’re like, oh wow, he had a bad atbat … then I check myself … well, that’s one
bad at-bat after the 50 good at-bats he’s had.”
Schiavone has also received a solid amount
of playing time this season. He’s started in
five of his 17 games played, accumulating
two hits and five runs in 26 at-bats. Schiavone
said he’s grown substantially in his first year.
Schiavone said that even if the results
aren’t showing baseball-wise, he feels he’s
gotten a lot of positives from the few months
he’s been a Duke.
“Being able to get a lot of innings in as a
freshman … I see a lot of good outcomes,”
Schiavone said, “because I’ll feel more
prepared for years coming.”
Schiavone said being in the starting lineup
is a confidence builder. He said that as a
freshman, he didn’t expect to play as much
— but now he feels way more comfortable.
“I feel like I can contribute, [and] I feel like
I can help my team win,” Schiavone said.
College and high school baseball have
their differences. Trimble said everyone is
better and more consistent. Ikenberry said he
worries most about managing the freshmen’s
workload. He said a coach needs to know
when to push and pull their players.

1 p.m.
Baseball at Delaware
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JMU swimmers share an emotional embrace during the ECAC Championship. Courtesy of JMU Athletics

JMU swim & dive shares emotional impact of chasing fifth-straight conference title

Thursday, March 24, 2022

By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

It wasn’t what they had in mind, but it was a
memory the Dukes said they’d never forget.
JMU swim & dive has achieved a feat no other
JMU sport can claim this season — winning a
conference championship. It’s not the CAA, but
rather the Eastern College Athletic Conference
(ECAC).
“I’d be lying if I said this tangible representation
of a trophy and the girls [getting] championship
rings doesn’t matter,” JMU head coach Dane
Pedersen said. “It really does. But all of that
matters only because going into it, we knew we
had a viable championship situation.”
The journey to earning a new ring wasn’t at all
what Pedersen said he planned for it to be, when
all through summer and fall training revolved
around a record-breaking fifth-consecutive
CAA title. But once the conference announced
JMU’s disqualification, the idea of winning a title
disappeared.
“The CAA decision was just something I never
saw coming, and there’s no manual for how
to deal with that,” Pedersen said. “That’s why
I’m so grateful to the ECAC for having an open
championship because it provided us a home.”
The Dukes were a part of the same meeting
when JMU Athletics administration shared the
news to the entire student-athlete body. Where
the swim & dive team’s path differs is how
Pedersen and his team took their next steps.
Pedersen said JMU hadn’t participated
in the ECAC Championship since he’s been
in Harrisonburg but that the Dukes used to

compete with the conference almost annually.
ECAC membership is open for all NCAA
divisions regardless of conference affiliation. The
only requirement to join the ECAC is to pay an
annual fee for either full or partial membership.
“It was really the first meet in my mind to turn
to,” Pedersen said. “Our program had gone to it
many years ago … and it’s evolved and morphed
in to different types of meets and people.
Different teams use it for different reasons.”
JMU participates in two major CAA meets
each season — the conference championship
at the end of the season and the CAA Pod Meet.
This season, the meet was mere days after the
announcement was made.
“I think it kind of actually helped the timing
because we were going to compete against
some of the top foes or rivals in the CAA that
weekend,” Pedersen said. “To say that the girls
had a little bit [of] extra motivation would be an
understatement.”
Sitting on a bus headed toward Wilmington,
North Carolina, Pedersen chose to bring the
entire team — injured, competing, resting:
it didn’t matter. The head coach said it was
unconventional, but it was his way of gathering
the team to discuss their next steps.
That was when Pedersen presented the ECAC.
“I think it was a great choice,” sophomore Jess
Pryne said. “We did it to compete [together] as a
team, so when we showed out that weekend, I
was super happy with it.”
The Dukes took the CAA Pod Meet crown that
day in what was described as a “farewell to the
CAA.” From then on, the focus was purely on the
ECAC title.

The biggest obstacle to take on in preparation
for the ECAC meet was facing new opponents,
sophomore Madison Cottrell said. JMU was used
to seeing Delaware, UNCW and William & Mary,
but now it was up against Navy, University of
Pennsylvania and Bucknell.
“That created a sense of newness, other than
just the fact that we hadn’t been on deck at that
meet before,” Pedersen said. “But it was a very
hospitable, very congenial pool deck, a lot of
positive energy from everyone.”
Pryne said she didn’t see much of a change,
and she found a way to break two program
records — the 200-meter and 400-meter
individual medley.
“I am so proud of her; she is one of the
most deserving people on the team for that,”
Cottrell said, “so being able to see her getting
accomplishments like that was really a great
thing to see.”
Cottrell broke a record of her own at the
championships, securing first place in the
100-meter butterfly.
“She deserved everything she got this weekend
because she worked for it,” Pedersen said, “but it
was surprising just because it’s always fun.”
The Dukes held the lead every day of
competition, taking the title by over 50 points.
Pedersen received honors as the Coach of the
Meet, and Pryne received the Most Outstanding
Swimmer honor. Cottrell, who won the award
for the CAA meet last season, said the best part
of Pryne winning was “keeping it in the JMU
family.”
To celebrate, JMU lined up along the pool desk
and pulled each other into the water — wearing

T-shirts and all. The team also gave its seniors
crowns and sashes to signify being “officially
retired.”
“It’s an amazing feeling to hold hands and
jump like that,” Pryne said. “I want to keep doing
it.”
Now, JMU prepares for a new season in an
undetermined conference. The Sun Belt doesn’t
sponsor swim & dive, so Pedersen has been
working with JMU Athletics to find a new home
for his team next season.
This presents another opportunity for
the Dukes: win three titles in three different
conferences in three years. No student-athlete
at JMU has earned that accolade before, making
it not only program history but JMU history if
achieved.
“It’s honestly something I never thought that
I would experience,” Cottrell said. “It was great
to have different competition and not have any
expectations — just swimming and having fun.”
But until then, Pedersen said this season’s
journey is only helping JMU prepare for what
ever future lies ahead. Knowing the Dukes have
held their own against new teams before, he said
he’s confident in their ability to learn once again.
“I do actually feel like even though it will
be new, it’ll be a new conference and new
opponents, it will actually be more solidified,”
Pedersen said. “There’ll be more knowns about
it because we’ll have an official conference
home.”
CONTACT Madison Hricik at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more swim & dive coverage, follow
the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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Only 1/2 mile South of JMU
on Main St.
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1476 South
Main Street.
Lorem Ipsum
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Steady Sadek

Redshirt freshman finds
groove as men’s tennis hits hot streak
By CRAIG MATHIAS
The Breeze

CONTACT Craig Mathias at mathiack@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more men’s tennis
coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter
@TheBreezeSports.

Thursday, March 24, 2022

Off to its best start since head coach Steve
Secord took the helm of the team, JMU men’s
tennis found structure in the heart of both
the singles and doubles lineups. Pairing
with junior Holden Koons and playing No.
3 singles for the Dukes, redshirt freshman
Youssef Sadek delivered in every way
imaginable. Whether in convincing fashion
or in rallying to win in three sets, Sadek
helped propel JMU to a 10-4 record.
In his path to joining the Dukes, Sadek hit
a roadblock due to the pandemic. Originally
expected to join for the 2020-21 season, Sadek
instead stayed home in Cairo, Egypt, where
he took classes remotely while redshirting
his freshman season.
While this was disappointing, Secord
said, he’s still happy with everything Sadek
contributed in his time in Harrisonburg. The
timing wasn’t ideal, Secord said, but he’s
proud of how Sadek has fit in with the team.
“We knew he was going to fit in well,”
Secord said. “It was unfortunate we couldn’t
get him last year, but he’s done well.”
This didn’t mean Sadek paused training or
competing in high-level tournaments. Sadek
said he made sure to improve on specific
parts of his game while getting results in
different International Tennis Federation
(ITF) tournaments.
“When I went back to Cairo, I wanted to
work on [my game],” Sadek said. “I [laid out
what] I needed to improve the most at, and
I just tried my best to work on this every day
… I was trying to play as much as possible in
order to be ready when I came [to JMU].”
Sadek reached the finals of three G5
ITF tournaments, winning one of them
in October 2020. He also competed in the
Junior Davis Cup in both the U14 and U16
divisions for Egypt. Both the Junior Davis and
Davis Cup act as the “world cup of tennis,”
and members of the team are the best of the
best from their country.
The resume Sadek built gave him the
confidence he needed before heading
to Harrisonburg, he said. Playing in
tournaments into late June 2021 allowed for
both experience and practice leading up to
his redshirt freshman season.
“When I came back to the U.S., I felt much

more comfortable,” Sadek said, “because I
knew that I put in the work where I needed
to.”
Sadek came to campus to join the Dukes for
the fall season, when the team participated
in different tournaments throughout the
semester. Sadek went 7-7 in singles and 4-9
in doubles with three different partners.
Despite not performing at the level he
wanted to, Sadek said, the fall semester
acted as a learning experience for not just
himself but for everyone on the team. The
tournaments in the fall are ramp-ups for the
spring season and, while the goal is to win
every match, Sadek said his experience has
been just as meaningful.
“I feel like I’ve learned so much from
the past semester,” Sadek said. “I wasn’t
performing [at] the level I wanted to last
semester.”
Along with the rest of the team, Sadek
picked up the pace in the spring. Through 14
matches and the Liberty Hidden Dual, Sadek
is 12-4 in singles and 9-6 in doubles. In all six
of his doubles wins, Sadek partnered with
Koons.
With Koons and Sadek earning CAA
Doubles team of the week Jan. 26, Koons
said he’s been impressed with how Sadek
progressed in a short amount of time with the
team and said there’s plenty of room for him
to grow as the season moves into April.
“He’s a very calm, relaxed guy,” Koons said.
“[He’s] a very steady player … Everything
is there for him, [and] hopefully he keeps
growing every match.”
Sadek has only lost three singles matches
since Feb. 4. In each of those losses, Sadek
took his opponents to a third set.
The improvement hasn’t gone unnoticed,
especially from his coach. Secord said
Sadek’s ability to take advice from others,
combined with his willingness to work on his
game every day, has allowed him to see this
much improvement.
“He’s been great,” Secord said. “He was
a little up and down, but he really listens.
He’s improving, and his work ethic is good.
Every day, he’s trying to get a little bit better.”
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Reach the

milestones
Dougherty achieves her
500th save and 50th career win

Emma Connelly / The Breeze

By ZACH MENDENHALL
contributing writer

Thursday, March 24, 2022
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What defines greatness? Although everyone
has a different definition, JMU redshirt senior
goalkeeper Molly Dougherty said she’s truly
found hers, pursuing on through her final year
as goalkeeper for JMU lacrosse.
When JMU defeated High Point 11-6 on Feb.
26, Dougherty recorded her 500th save as a JMU
goalkeeper, becoming only the sixth player in
JMU lacrosse history to do so. When asked how
she’ll move forward from 500 saves, she said
she’ll continue to do so by “trying to play the best
[she] can with [her] teammates and making sure
that [she is], having fun while doing it.”
Dougherty committed to JMU lacrosse at
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15 years old while at St. Stephen’s & St. Agnes
Upper School and never looked back from
there, beginning her playing in 2018 as a redshirt
freshman.
When JMU lacrosse won the CAA National
Championship in 2018, Dougherty stopped
nine shots in the final, helping JMU win the title
her first year of playing. She and current redshirt
senior attacker Katie Chekosky are the only two
players from that team remaining.
Dougherty earned her 50th win March 20 —
another milestone accomplished in her senior
year. Redshirt junior defender Rachel Matey
said that throughout her time at JMU, Dougherty
has had a clear impact on other members of her
team.
“She got to see and learn from, like, a lot
of experienced teammates,” redshirt junior
defender Rachel Matey said. ”She took that
experience and kind of implemented it into our
own game and kind of helped others grow and
become better players because of it.”
With the list of accolades that Molly has
achieved, what is it that makes Dougherty so
great?
“She’s matured on and off the field,” Snyder
continued. “She’s starting to understand all
facets of the game, not just the goalkeeper …
I’ve seen her become more of a leader on and
off the field as well … Her overall growth and her
competence has gotten really, really strong.”
When preparing for each game, Dougherty
said she spends time with her teammates so
she doesn’t get mentally behind and, so far this

season, it’s worked, she said.
“She’s very professional in her approach every
game,” Snyder said. “She’s never too high, never
too low, but always ready and willing to attack.”
Dougherty said her excellence stems from
not only her hard work but the mindset and
mentality she carries into each and every game.
“Everyone plays better when they have fun,”
Dougherty said. “Every day is a gift that you get
another chance to play and get lost in the game.”
Dougherty said she’s mentally prepared each
and every time she steps onto the field.
“I think that just comes game by game,”
Dougherty said, “just trying to play the best I can
with my teammates and making sure that I’m
having fun while I’m doing it.”
Dougherty not only leaves an impact on the
JMU lacrosse team’s name but her teammates
as well. Matey said Dougherty is “really good at
laughing through [her] mistakes” and that “that’s
a really important lesson in sports — being able
to brush off mistakes.”
Dougherty said she shares lessons with
her teammates and feels confident in being
herself and the lessons she teaches to others.
As Dougherty has played, she said, she’s found
comfort in her teammates’ individuality.
“Each and every person on this team is, like,
genuine and wants me to be myself,” Dougherty
said. “I find that super freeing … We talked
about playing free all the time, and I think that
that’s something that not every program gets to
do.”
With her drive and confidence for the

sport, Dougherty has also sparked memories
among her teammates and coaching staff.
The 2021 CAA championship game, when
JMU rallied from behind to win in overtime,
was memorable for the goalkeeper.
“She walked right up to me and she’s like,
‘We’re not losing this game,’” Snyder said.
“Sure enough, we went out there and we
won the CAA championship.”
Dougherty said she’s comfortable in her
environment and is improving with each
game she plays. Dougherty’s final season at
JMU has made her teammates aware of the
coming adjustment to a new goalkeeper.
Redshirt junior Kat Buchanan is set to take
on Dougherty’s role after this season. “It’s
definitely gonna be a big gap to fill,” Matey
said. “I’m very confident … Our second
goalie has got to step into some big shoes,
but they will fill them.”
With her milestones and will to “live and
die and bleed purple,” Dougherty said she
knows what she wants her legacy to be.
“I want my legacy to be someone who really
committed and was loyal to this program,”
Dougherty said. “I want to be remembered for
how much I appreciate what this program has
done and how much it has made me into the
woman I am today.”
CONTACT Zach Mendenhall at mendenzl@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more lacrosse coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.

Show up, show out

Former Dukes compete in annual Pro Day

By MADISON HRICIK
The Breeze

JMU football held its annual Pro Day for its
11 declared members for the 2022 NFL Draft.
Familiar faces, including quarterback Cole
Johnson and defensive end Mike Greene,
participated in multiple drills in front of over 20
scouts from across the NFL.
“Coming here and showing off to the scouts
was a big thing,” Greene said. “I talked to some of
the scouts before coming in today, and I’ve tried
to talk to everyone today, too.”
Greene boasted some of the top scores across
the board, tied for first in bench press with
redshirt senior offensive lineman Liam Fornadel
(27 repetitions) and taking third highest in the
vertical jump (30.5 inches).
The former captain said he’s trained for
three months after the season for the draft,
mentioning how he slimmed to 280 pounds to
further impress scouts.
“I tried to treat it like a game day,” Greene said.
“[I tried] to feel relaxed and look at basically the
same routine I used to do on Saturdays.”
Johnson also said he felt good about his

overall performance, both during the strength
and speed tests and during his passing drills.
The quarterback threw to four receivers during
his passing script — former wide receivers Riley
Stapleton (2015-19) and Ishmael Hyman (201417), former tight end Dylan Stapleton (2018-19)
and redshirt junior wide receiver Alex Miller.
“It just worked out perfectly,” Johnson said.
“They were able to come and try to get back in
the NFL ... and those guys make my job easy.”
The Stapleton brothers had their Pro Day
canceled in 2020 due to the pandemic, but
Dylan Stapleton signed with the Houston
Texans after the NFL draft that year. Even though
he reached the milestone, the former tight end
broke his shoulder during training camp and
was released. He’s been working to get back into
the league ever since.
“Just getting this opportunity to come back
down here and showcase my talents means a
lot,” Dylan said. “I think I performed well, and
I’m looking forward to another opportunity.”
While Riley Stapleton didn’t see an NFL
campus like his brother did, the wide receiver
spent the majority of his time at a personal
training facility working with not only his brother
but other NFL prospects in Pennsylvania.

“I did my original training … for about eight
weeks, then everything shut down,” Riley said.
“So being able to train other clients as well as
myself to prepare for this was very beneficial for
me to hone on the technique.”
Originally, Johnson said he wasn’t planning
to use the brothers during his drills but rather
his teammates from the 2021 roster. Realizing
it wasn’t an option, he spoke to the two instead
and said “it worked out perfectly.”
JMU quarterback coach Tino Sunseri said
that although the Stapleton brothers only had
three days to prepare with Johnson, there was
a certain comfort level playing with former
teammates.
“Whenever you have familiarity with the
people you’re throwing to, I think it’s always
going to help,” Sunseri said. “That brotherhood
... it gets a natural feel being on the field together.”
Grant Johnson contributed to this story.
Finish the story at breezejmu.org
CONTACT Madison Hricik at breezesports@
gmail.com. For more football coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.
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Analysis | What to expect
as JMU baseball prepares
for conference play
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CONTACT Graham Skinker at skinkegm@
dukes.jmu.edu. For more baseball coverage,
follow the sports desk on Twitter @
TheBreezeSports.
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The Diamond Dukes are 20 games into the
season and sit just above .500 at 11-9. Starting
off 0-3 after being swept by No. 7 Florida State,
the Dukes have won 11 of their last 17 games,
including a statement win over a strong
Virginia Tech team.
JMU is set to begin CAA play this weekend,
traveling to Delaware for a three-game series.
Although the Blue Hens currently sit below the
Dukes in the CAA standings at 9-8, their record
is misleading. Delaware has two ranked wins
so far, grinding out a 5-4 victory against No. 12
Notre Dame on Feb. 20 and a 6-3 win over No.
22 Maryland on March 15.
One player the Dukes need to watch for this
weekend is sophomore infielder Joey Loynd.
He had an excellent start to his sophomore
campaign, leading Delaware with five home
runs and 19 RBIs. Loynd is currently batting
.279 and is the Blue Hens’ biggest power
threat at the plate. He was on full display in
Delaware’s victory over the Terrapins, mashing
a two-run homer to help secure a marquee
victory.
JMU is likely to face Delaware's top starting
pitcher in graduate Chris Ludman during the
series. Ludman is currently sporting a 2.70
ERA through 33.1 innings pitched over his five
starts so far. The pitcher is known for fanning
opposing batters with ease: In just over 33
innings pitched, Ludman struck out 25 batters
while only surrendering five walks. If the
Dukes face Ludman, it’ll be a big test for them
early in conference play.
JMU and Delaware have faced off 60 times.
In what's been a fairly even matchup over
the years, the Dukes lead 32-28 over the Blue
Hens. JMU has won the last two meetings and
is 6-4 over its last 10 matchups. When traveling
to play Delaware, JMU is 11-17. The two teams
last matched up in Newark, Delaware, in 2018,
when the Blue Hens swept the Dukes in a
three-game series. If Delaware sweeps JMU,
it'll pull within one game of .500 in the alltime series. This time around, it should still be
a very competitive series for the two teams to
begin CAA play.
Another notable conference matchup for
the Dukes comes April 1-3 when they host
rival Elon in a three-game series. This is an
interesting in-conference matchup for JMU,
as the Dukes have been long dominated by the
Phoenix in baseball. JMU is only 2-15 all-time
against Elon and lost the past five matchups.
JMU has never beaten the Phoenix in Elon,
North Carolina; however, it faces Elon at home,

where the Dukes picked up
their only victories. JMU
looks to get a couple of wins
back against a school that’s
historically walked all over
them.
After
Elon,
JMU’s
next
conference matchup comes April
8-10 when it travels
to
the
College
of
Charleston
for a threegame road trip.
Charleston
is
currently No. 3 in the
conference standing at 12-8 and has a 21-10
all-time record against the Dukes, with wins in
seven of the last 10 matchups. Like Delaware,
this is another team with some marquee
victories — the best of these having come over
No. 2 Texas on March 15.
The Dukes are set to face Northeastern at
home April 15-17. Another CAA team with a
stellar early-season resume, the Huskies were
dominant against No. 8 North Carolina State,
sweeping them March 4-6. Northeastern
followed that with another win over No.
18 Clemson on March 13. The Huskies are
currently 12-7-1, second in the CAA. JMU is
just 19-26 all-time against Northeastern, but
it’s beaten the Huskies nine times at home.
The Huskies have been the best team in the
CAA thus far and will pose a tremendous
challenge for JMU.
For its final series of the season, JMU will
host UNCW. The Seahawks are leading the
CAA at 12-7. UNCW doesn’t have any ranked
wins, but it does boast victories over Sun Belt
programs Appalachian State and Coastal
Carolina and the Big Ten’s Ohio State. This will
be an intriguing series to wrap up the season,
as the two teams are deadlocked at 58-58 in
past matchups. The Seahawks have dominated
the Dukes recently, winning the last five
matchups and nine of the last 10. Nonetheless,
the two teams have been neck and neck over
the years and are set to battle it out in a threegame series to close the season May 19-21.
JMU is off to one of its better starts in recent
years. Head coach Marlin Ikenberry and the
Dukes look to continue their solid start as they
clash with some conference rivals for the last
time in the CAA.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

$10.95

$9.99

Thursday, March 24, 2022

$17.95

Hours:
Monday- Thursday: 11am-9:30pm

$21.95

Friday-Saturday: 11am-10:30pm
Sunday- CLOSED

3/21/22

By Janice Luttrell

DOWN
1 Total up
2 Caviar
3 Not entertained
in the least
4 __ shop: auto
repair site
5 Rainbow-shaped
6 Motion detector,
e.g.
7 Strep-treating doc
8 Soap-making
need
9 Travesty
10 In short supply
11 Brothers Duane
and Gregg of rock
12 Classic Ford auto
13 Delays on
purpose
18 Goof up
22 Cleverly skillful
23 Sound system
part
24 Knight’s title
26 Longtime Penn
State football
coach Joe
27 Prefix with scope
29 Grand __ Opry
33 “Who’s on First?”
straight man
34 Geneva-based
commerce gp.
36 Land in l’eau

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

stumpe

find the
answers
online

d?

$17.95

ACROSS
1 Caribbean resort
island
6 __-centered: vain
10 Walmart
warehouse club
14 Blood drive
participant
15 One-named New
Age singer
16 Coagulate, as
blood
17 Bull’s-eye location
19 “M*A*S*H” star
Alan
20 “Wayne’s World”
co-star Mike
21 California city
__-by-the-Sea
23 Sch. with a
Phoenix campus
25 Result of a weak
phone signal
28 Sushi bar soup
30 “Norma __”:
Sally Field film
31 Payments to
landlords
32 Future attorney’s
study
35 Threesome
37 Maximum a
country can
borrow
41 Wild hog
42 “Blah, blah, blah,”
briefly
45 Allergic reaction
49 March Madness
network
51 Inviting store sign
52 Pro team’s
selection from a
pool of college
players, say
56 Frying __: kitchen
tool
57 Unwilling to hear,
as criticism
58 Fairy tale bears
count
60 Chair parts
61 U.S. capital
whose location
is a hint to 17-,
25-, 37- and
52-Across
66 Fencing sword
67 New York canal
68 Prince of
Darkness
69 “I’m warning you”
70 Tear to shreds
71 Govt. security

www.breezejmu.org/
site/crossword_
answers/

©2022 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

38 Pope’s relig.
39 Sgt. or cpl.
40 Pinocchio’s
creator
43 Drink from leaves
44 Wolf Blitzer’s
channel
45 Discombobulated
46 Obnoxious sort,
in slang
47 __-Dazs ice
cream
48 Counterbalance

3/21/22

50 Gave 10% in
church
53 Shrink in fear
54 White Sox, in line
scores
55 Physicist __ Mach
59 “A Visit from the
Goon Squad”
writer Jennifer
62 “__ you okay?”
63 Sermon subject
64 Cheerios grain
65 Opposite of SSW
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MADISON
MARKETPLACE

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals
and more using our online placement tool.
Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

JOBS

Graphic
Designer
Wanted
The Breeze, JMU’s award-winning student
media organization, seeks a student
graphic designer for print and online
advertising. Job requirements include
creating ads for clients, collaboration
with Advertising Coordinator, page
layout and design. Must be deadline
oriented. Knowledge of Adobe software
and previous design experience. EOE.
Apply at JMU Job Link

Seasonal Job Opportunity Swimming Pool Cashier

Do you have a flexible schedule
for the summer and want to utilize
your customer service skills in
a fun, professional and teamwork
environment? If so, consider applying
for the Swimming Pool Cashier at the
Parks and Recreation Department. Find
out more/apply online: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Seasonal Job Opportunity Lifeguard

Do you want to work in a fun environment
while providing a safe experience for
guests at the Westover Pool Complex? If
so, the Parks and Recreation Lifeguard
(Seasonal) position may be the right fit
for you! Find out more/apply online:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Venue Staff

The concert season at Ting Pavilion
in Charlottesville is heating up and
we need hardworking folks to make
the shows happen. We have parttime seasonal positions – Operations
Crew or Hospitality. Great Pay flexible
hours, and you are at the show!. Visit
tingpavilion.com/jobs to learn more
and apply today!

911 Emergency Communicators Starting at $17.24 per Hour

Do you want to give back to your
community and know your job has a
direct impact in the local community?
Have you ever thought about becoming
a 911 Emergency Communicator?
Consider applying for a career with the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Emergency
Communications Center (HRECC). Find
out more/apply online: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Career Opportunity - Journeyman
- Traffic Signals

Do you want to work in a team
environment and utilize your knowledge/
skills/abilities to repair, maintain and
install traffic signals and related devices/
equipment? If so, the Journeyman Traffic Signals position within the City’s
Public Works Department may be the
right career for you! Find out more/
apply at: https://www.harrisonburgva.
gov/employment. EOE.

Seasonal Job Opportunity - Grounds
Maintenance Laborer

Are you looking for a seasonal job that
allows you to work primarily outdoors
and utilize your maintenance skills to
upkeep various park grounds and/or
other City grounds? If so, apply to the
City of Harrisonburg’s seasonal Grounds
Maintenance Laborer position! Find out
more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Career Opportunity - Program
Support Specialist

Are you looking for a rewarding
career that allows you to utilize your
administrative skills to make an impact
in the local community? If so, consider
applying for the City of Harrisonburg
Public Transportation Department’s
Program Support Specialist career! Find
out more/apply online at: https://www.
harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

Are you searching for a career opportunity
in street maintenance that allows
you to have the best of both worlds:
leadership and field work? If so, consider
applying to the City of Harrisonburg
Public Works Department’s General/
Program Supervisor - Street Maintenance
position! Find out more/apply online:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

Townhome for Rent close to Campus

Seasonal Job Opportunity Customer Service Specialist (Golf)

FACULTY REGALIA - GREAT
QUALITY!

Are you looking for a seasonal job that
allows you to safely interact with others
in a fun environment at the awardwinning Heritage Oaks Golf Course? If
so, apply for the City of Harrisonburg
Parks and Recreation Department’s
Customer Service Specialist - Golf
position! Find out more/apply online:
https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/
employment. EOE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SALE

Five Bedroom FULLY FURNISHED
Townhome for rent. Washer/Dryer.
Deck & Patio. Very nice and only $325
per person. Mtn. View Drive/on bus
line or walk to campus! Call Nancy at
(540) 433-8329

FACULTY
REGALIA
FOR
COMMENCEMENT. High quality,
medium-weight, cotton/poly blend
master’s gown - black, black velvet tam
and hood. $100 Please text 5408304175.

Looking for a job
after graduation?

2022 Chocolate Walk: The Sweetest
Event in Harrisonburg
The sweetest event in Harrisonburg is
back! The Chocolate Walk, now in its
ninth year, supports Collins Center &
Child Advocacy Center’s mission to
promote healing through compassionate
and collaborative services to all affected
by sexual harm. Please join us on
Friday, April 1st from 4 – 7 pm and
stroll Harrisonburg’s downtown arts
& culture district while sampling the
best of local chocolatiers!
Registration & Tickets: https://www.
eventbrite.com/e/chocolate-walktickets-272207167967?aff=ebdssbde
stsearch

MASSANUTTEN IS HIRING A

OWNER RELATIONS

MANAGER
This energetic manager will
help curate the Massanutten
owner experience. Lead
a small team to create
dynamic content & conduct
marketing initiatives to aide
in increased owner satisfaction.

Apply online at

MASSRESORTJOBS.COM

Thursday, March 24, 2022

Post your ad at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds

Career Opportunity - General/
Program Supervisor (Street
Maintenance)
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BAELUSE ATT
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JMU

• RENOVATED CLUBHOUSES •
• NEW HARDWOOD FLOORS •
• UPDATED APARTMENTS •

APPLY FREE ONLINE

